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From the Editor
It looks like it is going to be a

booming April for Key West. Probably
many of those Northerners who were afraid
to leave their homes for fear of pipes
freezing will be piling down here now.
Incidentally, the last two weeks here
have produced some of the most beautiful
weather I've ever experienced in my life.

A Dr. Jude called the other day to
express his continuing alarm about the
Cattle Quarantine Station. He feels that
not only is it a very unnecessary facili-
ty for a tourist area, but that there is
a'greater chance for mishap than has
been reported. He points out that even
a scare of disease in our tourist area
could be disastrous for our economy. He
told me that there would be an open meet-
ing at City Hall with a representative of
Senator Chiles, March 25. Unfortunately,
I missed the meeting, but Dexter Spring-
stead was there and he echoed some of
the fears of Dr. Jude and added some of
his own. Both men feel that the poten-
tial for disease is far greater than has
been reported in the government study,
and they are both completely opposed to
the building of the station. Ironically ,
I recently remarked to "Miss" Jessie
Porter Newton that I felt that there
would be no stopping this building, but
she wisely reminded me that the Cross
Florida Canal was stopped when it was
well under way. I hope to have more on
this soon.

Bey , something new in town - a chess
tournament. It is sponsored by the
Kareka Chess , Go, and Backgammon Parlor
and it will be held Saturday and Sunday,
April 16 and 17. There will be three
categories of play and cash prizes for
all winners . For pre-registration and
further information, contact, them at
6-2855 or go to the Parlor at 1220%
Simonton Street.

I had a l e t t e r from Charles Mendoza
who was written up in the article on
Papy and Ramos called Beers, Banks, and
Burials. He asks that we retract the
statements made about him where it was.
reported that he, a Papy supporter , "had
the nerve to be one of the first ones to

show up at Ramos' house for the big vic-
tory party on the night of the election,
and it took several strongbacks to save
him from being hurled over the seawall."
The article read further,"'Kill him'.'
came the shouting from the crowds. Men-
doza fled and soon left town." Mendoza
says the only true part of this account
is that he showed up at the party and
all the rest is a lie. I checked with
Louie Signorelli , who was a major worker
for Ramos, and he told me that he had
invited Mendoza to the party but, un-
fortunately , he heard several people
plotting to get Mendoza and cause him
harm. Louie says that he then, went up
to Mendoza and advised him to leave ,
which he did. It would appear that we
went a little overboard on reporting
that Mendoza fled town after hearing
threats shouted at him from the crowd.
Mendoza says, also f that his vacation
was ,up and that he had to return to
Denver, which was why he left town. I
hope that this clarifies the incident
and I'm sorry for any misunderstandings.

Maggie Cherepanik called from Big
Coppitt the other day to advise me that
there will be a protest made to the
County Commission about Big Coppitt and
Bay Point residents being singled out
for the enforcement of a "ridiculous"
fenze height ordinance. Apparently ,
there is a county rule that all fences
must be no more than 3 feet high (except
for chain link which can be 4 feet) in
front yards unless they are set back 10
feet from the street. Maggie believes
that this is an absurd ordinance and
feels that it should be brought to the
attention of the commissioners April 5.
She urges that all residents of this
area who are affected by this ordinance
join her at this meeting.

See you next month.

The cover this time is a pen and ink
drawing by Larry Williams of the Williams
Fishmounts business in Stock Island.
This drawing was lent by Robert and Lyn
Harland.
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Coconut Cure
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written and illustrated

by Malcolm Ross

STALKING THE WILD COCONUT
(or How I found comfort and relief
beneath the palms of Key West)

A current urinary infection which
failed to yield to-antibiotics has
prompted me to take up the question-
able pastime of cruising around town
during odd hours of the day and night
in search of the elusive fruits of the
coconut {cocos nucifera). Native
Conchs maintain that a diet of coconut
and its milk (or "coconut water," as
it is known to them) will set you
straight and cure all ills in the
plumbing department. Certainly they
were right about the aloe plant and
its attendant virtues. Reputed use of
that plant have ranged from cures for
ulcers and hemorrhoids to mosquito bite
and sunburn relief. Any Doubting Thomas
who scoffs at the foregoing remedies
might do well to talk to Frank Romano
o£ the Key West Fragrance and Cosmetics
Factory.

It seems to be a characteristic
of those who live in the tropics to
believe in natural healing and herbal
remedies (that form of medication is
certainly bargain priced and often more
'readily available), and, at the urging
of several local friends, I decided it
was worth a try. And, after all } what
did I have to lose? It would appear
that I would be unlikely to poison my-
self, and the only undesirable side
effect might be a lingering dislike for
the taste of coconut for years to come.

Once the decision was made to try
the coconut cure one problem presented
itself: where to get the coconuts!
Supermarkets sometimes carry the nuts
on their shelves, but local supply ap-
peared too scanty and unreliable --
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definitely not a s-uitable situation for
assault tactics on that elusive bac-
terium in my plumbing. Jethro Kloss in
his Back to Eden touches on the virtues
of the tropical nut (and spells it
"cocoanut.'") but I preferred to take a
lesson from Euell Gibbons and stalk my
own. Although the coconut is native to
Key West, one soon discovers that not•
every street in the city is lined with
coconut palms, although the Womens Club
has made a noble attempt to so beautify
Roosevelt Boulevard. (Their efforts
have currently been set back by a re-
cent gasoline leak in the vicinity of
Searstown , which has. caused many plant-
ed trees to succumb to,the fumes and
subsequently turn brown. It is uncer-
tain how many of these palms will sur-
vive , but God knows no human could have
endured it, any better;) Some areas of
town - fortunately _ do have copious
stands of coconut palms , and it is to
these areas that I have directed my
attention.

After several fruitless searches,
I realized that 1 needed to formulate
a plan. Humm's Guide to the Florida
Keys states that the majority of all
coconuts fall between the hours of two
and four in the morning (which is a
healthy sign for' humans , although there
are numerous tales of local people who
have been struck - some injured serious-
ly - by coconuts which did not take this
fact into account and fell during mid-
day.)

Not being very good at climbing
trees -- especially those with no
branches -- I decided to concentrate on
those coconuts which were harvested by
natural means. Nature generally•knows
best, apd doubtless the nuts which are
most healthful are those which fall
from trees by.natural means. (I later
found this theory to be clouded by
another truth: Along with the fully
ripened fruit, the trees get rid of
their rejects -- all their deformed
and diseased specimens!)

. Local residents usually do not re-
gard coconut as a necessary staple of
diet, and most fallen nuts are lumped
into the category of litter and rele-
gated to the trash can. This is un-
fortunate , as the coconut is a potential
source of protein in a protein-conscious
world and, according to some sources,
a high or complete protein (rare for
plant proteins) and containing all es-
sential amino acids. Since one of the
frequent activities of early risers is
to tidy up the outside world, I realized
it was necessary for me.to arrive on
the scene sometime between the coconut's
point of impact and the time that early

birds begin to rise. If I did not time
it properly, I would arrive too late,
and who wants to pick thorugh garbage
cans? The time just preceding dawn "
seemed logical, and it was then that I
decided to'do my searching.

There is a limit to the number of
coconuts that the human frame can sup-
port comfortably t so only one trip on
foot was necessary to convince my aching
arms that Henry Ford's invention wasn't ;
such a bad idea after all. Not only
does a car require less test of human
endurance, but things went quicker, and ,
with a few tries I was able to perform
fancy maneuvers with my Volkswagen. I
was even able to pick up coconuts by
merely opening the door on the driver's
side and remaining in my seat. I have
not been able to accomplish this while
the car is in motion. I feel this is
a feat comparable to bareback riding.

Gathering fallen coconuts not only
alleviates the litter problem, but it
performs a more direct service to resi-
dents of the community by removing po-
tentially dangerous obstacles from
streets and sidewalks. Striking a
coconut with an automobile is something
akin, to a collision with a small bould-
er, and an unwary pedestrian with his
head in the. clouds or other places is
apt to seriously injure himself if he
trips over a coconut. •

Coconut collecting during the
early morning hours is certainly not a
sport for the nearsighted. It is fairly
easy in the half light to discern the
difference between a Sunday paper and
a coconut (although they are often
similar in size), but much of the de-
bris which litters a city street or
sidewalk is not so readily discernable.
Sometimes a paper bag or a large sea
grape leaf turned up on end can have
the appearance of a fallen coconut.
It has been said that witches have the
power to turn into cats and other crea-
tures at will and this may also be true
of coconuts. Many a brown form which
loomed in the morning twilight has
stirred and come to life at my approach.
What once were coconuts have now become
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All in all this method has proved
itself most successful, and relatively
few problems other than suspicious looks
from early risers (at my_ suspicious
wanderings) have presented themselves.
Probably the only serious hazard in-
volved one particular coconut which I
collected and brought back to the house.
As I directed blow upon blow at its
shell I became aware that the coconut,
my hands and arms were swarming with
black ants.' The coconut had apparently
been their home for a long time and
they were loath' to leave it.

A coconut which does not have.milk
that you can hear when the nut is shaken
is usually not worth the effort expend-
ed to open it. The thrill which a
rockhound feels when he cracks open a
geode to find a center of exotic crys-
tals is not to be expected in such a
situation. The meat in these silent
nuts has usually gone rancid or just
plain rotten , and the surprise which
awaits the adventurous is often beyond
belief. Coconuts whose husks are com-
pletely green usually contain the most
milk Cwhich at that stage is pleasant
and faintly reminiscent of champagne),
and, as the husk turns brown, the nut
inside ripens. The best flavor occurs
when the husk is completely brown with
no trace of green. There is, however,
one importa.it axiom to bear in mind:
The more vrsen that shows in the husk
of the coconut, the more difficult it
is t'i on en and separate the nut from
the hu-;k..'

There are few ways to open a coco-
nut without inflicting bodily injury
upon oneself. One hears tales of the
adopt primitive who with one well-aimed
stroke of a machete can lop off the top'
of a coconut without spilling a drop of
its milky contents. Some prefer the
Paul Bunyan technique and have at it
with a hatchet. Not wishing to sever
a digit or limb or disembowel myself,
I have resorted to a cowardly technique .
incorporating a screwdriver and a ham-
mer. ^This appears to be the safest
technique and has only caused me to
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suffer minor cuts and abrasions. A
coconut is based upon the unit of three
for some strange reson known only to
coconuts. One end (the end which was
not attached to the tree) is pyramidal,
with three distinct sides. Some auth-
orities may dispute this approach, but
through trial and error it appears
clear to me that the key to correct
coconut opening lies within t'tis tri-
angular end. A screwdriver forced or
hammered into the middle of each side
should split the side all the way to
the point of the pyramid. Once these
incisions are made in the shell of the
coconut, the screwdriver can be used as
a lever, and, in the best tradition of
physics, the shell can often, be pried
off in three relatively neat pieces.
I say relatively neat, for I would not
advise one to eat crackers, of open a
coconut in bed.

Once the husk is removed, the major
labor involved in opening the coconut
is finished. A hole punched with a
sharp tool in one ,or more of the three
"eyes" will allow the milk to drain out
without losing a drop. Then a well-
directed blow or two with a hammer will
crack open the shell and expose the in-
terior meat. This is most-easily re-
moved from the shell by prying with a
sharp knife or pointed instrument. A
technique can be developed here , but
with the proper approach, the meat will
leave the shell clean and in large
chunks.

Another benefit to be derived from
early morning reconnaisances is the
viewing of the sunrise, which seems a
natural conclusion to the period of
foraging. Sunrise is not exactly sun-
set in reverse. There arc many differ-
ences, some major, Sunsets at Mallory
Dock, with their strong emphasis on
people watching, are popular diversions
for local and tourist, alike, but at
sunrise there are few people to watch
(usually only a hardy fisherman or two) ,
and no musicians to herald the start of
the new day. Sunsets require relatively
less effort to attend -- the natural
consequence of am event-filled'day --
whereas sunrises, less popular through
no fault of their own, require, a special
discipline to extract one's drowsy form
from a warm bed and push it into action.

The period which precedes the sun-
rise, like the calm that follows a sun-
set, is one of the finer times of the
day and an experience to be sampled by
the connoisseur. The minutes before
dawn have a clean washed freshness and
quiet about them due to the repose of
the night preceding, the lack of traffic
and bustling humanity. Few people and
even fewer cars are about. Occasion-
ally one sees an anxious dog being walked
by its owner or, more rarely, an early ..
morning jogger.

The sun often sets, in a blaze of
glory -- the final statement of the day

continued on 3 4
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some remarks
REST BEACH

The latest, news about Rest Beach is
a resolution adopted by the Monroe County
Board of Commissioners on March 1, 1977,
requesting the Florida Department of
.Transportation to acquire the undisturbed
portion of Rest Beach from Bertha Street
to Stevens Avenue for the purpose of ex-
tending South Roosevelt Boulevard. The
extension would connect with Atlantic
Boulevard in front of the Rongo Corpora-
tion Townhouse Development. Also en-
visioned in the plan would be the develop-
ment of the area to the north of the ex-
tended roadway as a recreation area, and
use of the land to the south of the ex-
tension as a public beach area; There
are six parcels comprising about 21
acres in private ownership in the tract
in question. They have a total assessed
value of $758,600. Two of the six par-
cels are presently owned by Donald L.
Berg, Trustee, of Key Biscayne, Florida.
Donald Berg will be remembered as a
principal of Key West Condominiums, In- '
corporated, which several years ago
sought unsuccessfully to bui.ld seven
high-rise condominiums on North Roose- •
velt Boulevard, next to Howard Johnsons.

Soiares Hill endorses the county
resolution, but with the understanding
that the actual roadway extension prob-
ably will need some adjustment in rout-
ing, to best preserve and use the nat-
ural features of the Rest .Beach tract.
It would not be in the public's interest
to have this extension come in only to
destroy much of the existing natural
tract. Perhaps thought could be given
to creating a committee to make recom-
mendations on how best to do this.

Following the reported meeting of
Carl Rongo and Attorney Manny James with
Department of Environmental Regulation
(DER) enforcement officer Lang Adair in
Fort Meyers in late February, a bull-
dozer was observed on Saturday, March 5 )
working along the beach east of White
Street Pier, doing additional cleanup

work and pushing the alleged illegal fill
further shoreward. Our measurements in-
dicate that the Rongo Corporation has
now restored most of the beach that it
had altered,.to nearly its original line.

On March' 7, 1977, the Key West City
Commission, in a follow-up move, passed
a resolution unanimously supporting the
county resolution. The city resolution,
authored by Commissioner Mary Lee Graham,
reads in part, "...this is a project that
is long overdue and will preserve an ad-
ditional portion of our sparse water-
front area..."

It has been our contention that the mean
high water line , from the White -Street
Pier eastward for about 440 feet, nearly
parallels Atlantic Boulevard at a dis-
tance of about 55 feet from the boule-
vard right-of-way, and that this narrow
strip, after allowing for setbacks from
the street and ocean, would not permit
any viable construction. Our measure-
ments have now been substantially con-
firmed from recently•acquired tide tables,
man and photometric print of the Rest
Beach area made by a National Ocean Sur-
vey team from data taken in September
1974.

We are actively pursuing other
actions (including a law suit) to re-
dress .what we consider has been a gross
wrong against the public interest. We
expect to have much more to report in
the near future.

Bill Westray'

FRIENDS OF THE LIBRARY at the KEY WEST
FLEA MARKET

Out by the High School Flea Market
you can see an odd assortment of cus-
tomers leafing through books at the
stand of The Friends of the Library. A
young couple, clutching a bag of fifty
pennies, bought five good paper backs
and said they'd be back in two weeks ,
adding, "We can save fifty more pennies
-- ten pennies for a book, isn't it
wonderful?"

A young woman, bringing her two
children with her, is building a library
and only buys hardcover books at 2 5$
each. She brings her card catalogue
with her/to check her new purchases --
all beautiful treasures. Another mother
spotted volumes of CHILD'S WORLD, an
excellent children's encyclopedia. In
fact, we've sold quite a few encyclo-
pedias as people clear out their librar-
ies and donate them to us.
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A young girl asked for some old
books. When the volunteer asked what
she meant by "old" her answer was, "Oh,
books way back in the '30Ts." A young
man comes each time to find paper backs
by Pendleton and Jason, his favorite
mystery writers. An elderly man asked
me quite seriously if we had any first
editions -- all for 25<j:. So our custom-
ers are fun and full of surprises.

The Friends of the Library help
the Monroe County Library, located at
the corner of Fleming and Elizabeth
Streets. The sale of donated books is
their only money-making project , and from
the funds raised they buy such items as
magazine racks, card catalogues, a lec-
tern and bookstacks, to mention a few.
This group began in 1972 and now has
nearly a hundred members. Dues, are only
a nominal $1 a year.

An active Committee of three mem-
bers, Pauline Bray, Margaret Pierce,
and Rosie Tabailloux , keeps the Flea Mar-
ket sale going by sorting the books,
hauling and setting up the booth every
other Sunday from 9:30 am to 1:30 pm.
They arrange for volunteers to man the
booth and wear money aprons especially
designed by Jane Zurhorst, who also made
them. One Sunday thi's season we made a
record sale amounting to $68.

The fast-selling books consist of
Gothics_, romance, science fiction, bio-
graphies, histories and classics. Some
kind people donate their National Geo-
graphies, Smithsonian, Americana and
Other top magazines -- also Playboy.
During the cold spell this winter read-
ing became quite the thing and many of
the paper backs were returned to us or
the Library for re-sale. This continues.

As a volunteer saleslady I plan
each Sunday to buy a dollar or two of
books -- real finds in my special in-
terests of poetry and literature.
Here's a list of the books I'll send
back home when I leave Key West in April.
Other visitors should note that the Post
Office Book Rate, initiated by FDR, costs
very little in comparison with other
parcel post. Just mark BOOKS on the
package. My Flea Market books are:

Walt Whitman - Leaves of Grass
Dylan Thomas - Quite Early One Morning
Oscar Williams, editor of immortal Poems
of the English Language
Paul Molloy, editor of Plus American Poems
Robert Frost - The Poet and his Poetry
Robert Graves - Collected Poems

Among the classics I now have Kath-
erine Mansfield's stories, The Blue Nile
by Moorhead, Huxley's Point-Counterpoint,
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Crane's The Red Badge of Courage, and
Great stories by Checkhov. I'm sure
that my taste doesn't follow the popular
curve, but the Friends of the Library
have something for everybody. Just, come
out and see for yourself.

Louise Krause

FIVE LANING ROOSEVELT BOULEVARD

The Department of Transportation
(D.O.T.) recently informed city offi-
cials that they would be willing to ex-
pand North Roosevelt Boulevard from 4
lanes to 5 from the Holiday Inn to Tru-
man Avenue. There is a catch to this
proposal however. The city would be
required 'to first shift the sidewalk
from the Gulf to the business side.
D.O.T. would then expand the road over
into the Gulf promenade.

Two major problems present them-
selves. One is the tremendous cost of
buying prime land from dozens of proper-
ty owners Cmany absentee) for an almost
3 mile stretch. A city official stated
that this will present an enormous un-
dertaking.

The second major problem is that
the promenade along the Gulf is the
most attractive feature of North Roose-
velt Boulevard. The destruction of the
palm-trees and the walk is too high a
price to pay for this extra lane.
soiares Hill feels sure that there must
be other ways of aiding traffic to have
easy egress from the motel'row - perhaps
a traffic light at the Sportsmen's Inn?

In any event, a city official said
that the project appeared to be dead-
locked and that he didn't expect any-
thing to come of the project. The prob-
lems are just too great.

This is good from our point of view.
While we earnestly desire the boulevard
to be made more safe for traffic, cer-
tainly we don't want it at the expense
of our promenade.

We will write more about this pro-
ject if it shows signs of going ahead.

Bi l l Huckel
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Monica Wolff i s , for the most, an
ordinary person. She has lived and
worked in Key West for about 10 years,
and owns a home here. However, i t is
apparent to me and to others who have
Known her that she has had a transcending
and transforming experience ...one that
does set her apart from others, making
her more aware. She is therefore able
to live her l i f e as a spir i tual exper-
ience - something we al l need to know
more about.

Monica t who has taken on the name
Manna, is 34, and a writer and teacher.
A vegetarian d ie t has lightened her
strape. She has eyes that change from
blue to green and amber - a benevolence
for a l l . For me, meeting her recently,
she was very l ike food from heaven.

A few days af ter our meeting she
let me interview her on her recent meta-
morphosis. For days after that I was
singing and wri t ing in great profusion.
I had spoken to other "born again Christ-
ians" before, and had learned, but in
this, case her story became a shared ex-
perience . '

To Manna , experiencing God through
personal revelation is the ultimate ex-
perience a person can have in this l i f e .
For her, this has been an ever-increas-
ing joy and honor. She felt a call to
service which involved a .responsibility
that before th i s time had not been ap-
parent to her.

Our f i r s t meeting was what she
called her fourth month birthday. So
this lady, whose l i f e had, in retrospect,
been leading up to the experience she
had during a Key'West sunrise on Septem-
ber 22 (the autumnal equinox), feels
l ike she is jus t , now beginning to see.
The night before had been very dif f icul t .
She had had a r e a l i s t i c dream of a cy-
clone. Afterwards, fear sent her to a
friend's house in the middle of the
night . Manna and her friend Joy read
St. Francis' Canticle to the Sun. Then,
viewing the sun's climb through the heav-
ens from the p ie r at County Beach, her
consciousness was opened up. Now every,
sunrise brings i t s own renewal and height-
ened awareness.

Since that simple, but to Manna
spectacular, experience, she receives
signs and symbols of God's presence
every day.

While she was looking for pine cones
up the Keys right before Christmas, a
large white heron pract ical ly died in
her arms. She had had i t in her mind to
find some feathers for an altar she was
making days before. Now the feathered
remains are in her home , symbol of the
holy sp i r i t . ,Tp Manna this was a sign

from heaven. It rests atop a piece of '
driftwood she found, which bears an em-
bossed resemblance to Christ's features.
(Only one dist inct eye could I see, but
i t was a very real and full eye.) Also,
on the silvered grain, one sees wings
and a teardrop clearly.

Manna speaks highly of prayer as a
way of directly seeking dialogue with
God. She says she has immediate response
every time she prays. Others have also
told me that i t is a law of the universe

that prayers are always heard. Medita-
tion can quiet and center one, Manna
says, but for her the way to God works
best through prayer.

"As we reawaken, we become planetary
in our concept of where we .are and who
we are. We are a l l part of each other.
All of us ascending towards oneness with
God. We have free will to decide our-
selves whether we.want to be with God.
Each of us is part of the brotherhood
of man and the fatherhood of God. We are
alike inside, and our similarity comes
from the same source," says Manna.

Since her rebirth into the real
knowledge of God, Manna feels that she
has the great gift of knowing the be-
ginning of eternity here and now. She
has experienced real love (not limited)
and forgiveness. She says i t ' s absolute-
ly necessary to be compassionate. All
these things Manna says with the vibra-
tion of a knowing surety.

Manna advises that the Bible, as
God's living word, should be read. She
believes in the living church and living
by subtle example of Jesus' teachings.

She, being a day person, finds that
her consciousness slides during the even-
ing time. She puts great stock in the
sun's l ight . (It is to be the end of
the world when the sun vacates the sky,
according to Revelations.)

Each day for Manna is a continuing
rebirth and renewal. She witnesses the
sunrise as much as possible to continue
her i n i t i a l experience of universal joy
and well-being. Noon time is her prayer
time when the sun is directly overhead.
The sun is her metaphor, with each day.
being a new and unfolding miracle.

"If I can s t i l l myself enough, I
pray for help , guidance, and the wisdom
to be of service. I always receive .
signs. God's grace is boundless."

Manna says that fear is the devil .
Also, that negativity and paranoia are
his tools . Once you get off the tracks,
i t ' s hard to regain the surety and sweet-
ness we a l l had as children and have
lost in varying degrees as adults, but
i t can be done.

continued on page 31
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1 fabulous dinners
nightly

except sunday
reservations
suggested

with
^dancing every nighi

sunday tea dance
4-1616

DISCOVER
SIMONTON ST.

Discover
the island's most

beautiful store

STORE CLOSING
PERMANENTLY

LIQUIDATION SALE
STARTS APRIL 15

R.GLORE
& FRIENDS

328 Simonton st.
key west fla.
(305)294-5778
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Sears toun

Porter Place Is.
It's yelling at the' kids to stop throwing litter on the
ground, and having them mumble, but pick it up.

11

by a resident

Knowing everyone by name, especially the children, and haying
all of the dogs know you.
It's running outside on your porch when you hear sounds of
an argument, instead of closing your door, because you're in-
terested in helping if you can and you're concerned, not nosy.
It's having your very own group of teenage sweathogs.
It's watching the Cuban Conch'ladies wash their porches and
walks every morning in the summer months.

It's planting a bush in front of your house and having all
the ladies ask for a cutting (which is high praise) .
It's knowing all the workmen from maintenance by name and
having complete trust in them.
It's wondering how Mr. Padron can show up so fast when any-
thing is happening.
It's grabbing any Porter Place dog and saying it's yours
when the dog catcher is around.

i

i

It's getting hand-made Christmas presents.
It's baby sitting when you know it's necessary , with the
sure knowledge that the favor is appreciated and will be
returned when you need it.
It's having the buildings newly painted and sparkling in
the sun.

B1TNER-MOS£LY INTERIORS.«.«.

I
Visit our showrooms and browse through our large inventory of wicker and

rattan furniture and the largest selection of fabrics in the Keys.

Custom Draperies & Slipcovers

Rattan & Wicker Furniture Wallpaper Lamps

BIJNER-MOSELY INTERIORS
For your complete professional interior decorating service.

1025 White Street
Key West

Telephone 294-1278

Jr

It's black, yellow ,j a\nd white kids all in the playground '• [
together and all ge-pt\ing along. •
It's halloween treats with never a door in the compound that
doesn't open to the'children.
It's having your neighbor move and offering what they can't'
take for nothing. < [
It's putting a $5.00 bill in a pocket of the leaving neighbpr
because you know they; need it for up the road. •;
It's neighbors thattiave lived here all their lives. '
It's neighbors that wpuldn' t move even if tiiey could afford
the rents in town. |
It's knowing that the] Housing Authority won't bother you if]
you will just behave,'\ because they are home folks and will
be fair. \
It's knowing that if you call maintenance it's going to i
take a long time, uhl-ess it's really an emergency, in which:
case they show up immediately.
It's knowing you canleave plants and bikes on your porch
and not have them disturbed, unless by outsiders. ;
It's yelling at your neighbor to quiet down, and having a !
friendly smile the next morning. ;

It's the teenage girl$\ dancing on their porches. ]
It's the teenage boyslteasing you about everything and. any-
thing. . \ • ',
It's the teenage boys, ihelping you with your bags of groceries
without being asked.

Carpeting
Draperies

Wallpaper
406 Duval Street

294-1377/294-6333

It's the smell of new ipowed grass. •
It's happy and sad, but always involved and never indifferent.
It's a god-send in these days of high rents for people who
just can't afford them\ ft's fair. It's like no other .',
housing in the sense tfiat] it's not an institution, it's a
home. i
It's a feeling of belonging and safety.
It's soft Latin music on a warm evening. Sitting on your
porch surrounded by pe'ople you know, know well, as only peo-
ple living closely can know each other.
It's home in every way. , '
It's as Key West as passible , and it's,great.

BEIJLE5 NURSERY
. ^ _. Oaf A 4 r Ab J 4|

hanging vafimt<f "a

PLANTS RENTED
[maintenance Included]

Care-free rent-a-plant service
ior your office, restaurant,

party, wedding, etc.

ANGEIXTS

TAKE OUT SERVICE AVAILABLE
OPEN DAILY TIL 4 AM

1208 DUVAL ST.

THE

For elegance without extravagance

QUEEN'S TflBLE
DINNER

with Johnny Pritchard at the piano
5:30 p.m. to 11:00 p.m.

"':" '.'•'••/•;•::•' L U N C H ^ : ; ' - > / -

Noon'ti l 2:15 p.m.

BREAKFAST
7:00 a.m. to 11:00 a.m.

;•; Sunday Brunch •!' ;';';

Cocktails in the popular

/VF THE SANTA MARIA MOTEL £05J 2%-S678

i401 SIMbNTON ST; KEY WEST, FLORIDA
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WEST KEY BAR AND PACKAGE
DOWNTOWN KEY WEST

Come in
Relax
Enjoy

•
LOW
PRICES

Open
9 a.m.

to 4 a.m.
a

LIVE
ENTERTAINMENT

506 Fleming St. W E D E L I V E R Ph. 296-9942

Th9
Cook's Bazaar

Our Special ly: Key Lime Pie Plate

COSIAISIM, ALL Til l ' . MQUI-KN
\ MOST APPHOVI1) IOOLS FOK

COOKERY, PASTRY &
CONFECTIONARY

«IIH AX I-MKLLEM COI.I.IXUl)\ or

VALUABLE GADGETS

llll.L 01" VMIV.

DOMESTIC, IMPORTED &
EXOTIC COOKERY

(lllMIKUlk fllllkl

Kili.m C-.it, !>,-.,.r.mni

611 DUVAt STREET

The Five by Malcolm Ross

The Haitian show at the Martello
has been, predictably, a difficult act
to follow, but something has to come
next, and a noble attempt is made as Key
West offers its best with a star-studded
cast and an outstanding performance.
The show is attractive in content and
format right down to its potted palms
and features not only such familiar
names as Suzie De Poo, Jack Doreinus and
Martha. Sauer , but two relative newcomers
to the Key West Scene: Rick MacDonald
and Dick McGarry.

First to be encountered as one
walks through the show is the work of
able watercolorist Martha Sauer. Mar-
tha is probably not what could be termed
a practitioner of the time-honored art
of landscape painting as her main in-
terest seems to lie in depicting archi-
tectural monuments, and other man-made
elements of the domestic and foreign
scene. There is little land to lend to
the term landscape. The program states
that Martha is adept at capturing that
elusive quality known as atmosphere and
no one can quibble with that fact. To
this might be added an ability to cap-
ture space and light. Her refreshing
travelogue of little watercolor windows
capture such difficult commodities as
the heat and steaminess of midday in
Colombia and Haiti or the coolness of
an afternoon in the French Pyrenees.
Her paintings often give the impression
of being backgrounds or stage settings
within which the daily drama of life is
ritually performed with minor variations
in cast and plot.

Oscar Wilde has been credited with
the remark that all comparisons are
odious , so at the risk of being offen-
sive , one has to mention Maine painter
Edward Hopper when viewing the works of
Jack Doremus. Not only does the sub-
ject matter, ranging from views of the
rockbound coast of Maine to barren Vic-
torian facades, remind one of Hopper's
regional endeavors, but Doremus is also
able to capture the austere spatial
quality and oblique light so character-
istic of the former's work. The tech-
nique has-. transplanted itself success-
fully to the tropics where the light is
something less than oblique and the
result is still effective. Jack's work
ranges from oil and acrylics to collages
where one discerns hints of his past
experiences in layout and advertizing
design.

East Martello
Gallery & Museum

Suz,ie De Poo (or Zuzek as she in-
variably signs her work) is not re-
stricted to or intimidated by any one
medium and her work in two and three
dimensions runs the gamut from water-
color to tile to driftwood to pottery.
Her current work in tile has earned her
the deserved title of master of that
fickle medium known as the ceramic
glaze , and natural outgrowth has been
her recent adventures with slab and
coi.l technique. Her elegant and sophi-
sticated color sense is all too evident
in her ceramic work, (reminiscent some-
what of antique majolica ware), and it
is a private field that few will have
the technical ability or patience to
enter. The mind reels to think that
something so mundane as bathroom tiles
can be made into such breathtaking works
of art!

Much has been said about roses
(that a rose is a rose is a rose, "my
love is- like a red, red rose," ad in-
finitum) but Suzie appears to have
added an artistic statement to the mel

, 11=3OA.1VLT© 6 P.iVL/l

LUNCHE
s&p>ve. e-eep; AMP

Gingerbread Square Gallery
903Duval

The Keys' Largest Gallery-
Patio Sculpture Garden

'The Freezer' Gallery of Erotica
Pottery & Ceramics

Wednesday-Sunday 11-6 Phone 296-8900

ange of literature about the flower.
There is something very distinctive
and sensitive about her roses. - not to
mention her other flowers - so that tlipy
become almost a trademark and one be-
gins to associate them with her work.
Flowers are deceptive and it is diffi-
cult to paint them well, to capture
their fragility and communicate their
delicate construction. Suzie does it
with ease, but lesser artists with
heavier hands have failed miserably in
their attempts, and one shudders to
recall the results. The art of paint-
ing flowers has been much maligned in
recent years and the epithet "decorative
art" has often been bandied around.
This is an injustice. "Decorative" is
certainly what Suzie's works can be
termed as they make no social comment.
The art collector who is not interested
in controversy would do well to look at
her exhibit. .

Both Rick MacDonald and Dick Mc-
Garry appear to have been given short
shrift in this exhibit, and they have
been relegated to a limited space in
the nether regions of the Martello.
This is unfortunate as herein lies much
of the vitality of this Martello show.
McGarry is a fine draftsman, skilled
with line and brimming with fanciful
magical color. Because of the illu-
strative nature of his work - he is
widely experienced in this area - there
are those who would categorize him with
Norman Rockwell, denying him the term
"artist" in favor of "illustrator."

Rick MacDonald is a painter of the
human form - not necessarily of the
human condition - and to do it well and
with grace is no mean feat.' If his ex-
hibited work is representative of his
art, he is master of.many media - water-
color, acrylic, pastels. His works can
be termed impressionistic in nature
and they possess the shimmering quality
of a Monet, but the color harmonies are
much more updated, rich and sophisti-
cated, veritable symphonies of color
with psychedelic overtones and few of
the pure colors of the conventional im-
pressionist. This fine and unusual
color sense, his skillful technique,
plus his understanding of the human
form make for a brilliant combination
and it might be well to keep one's eye
on this young man.

The recent Haitian show managed to
walk off with a total of $14,000 of
local money, shattering old Martello
records of recent years. The enthus-
iastic response of the local populace
to this recent showing of imports causes
one to speculate on the potential bene-
fits which local artists could derive
from such public support.
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Reflections
by Tanya Duffy

Dazzling - a memory of a first night
that makes me smile. These WATERFRONT
PLAYERS presented us with a smooth even-
ing of joy. They had had only six weeks
to rehearse! A gigantic undertaking!
The orchestra was the brilliant music-
ianship of ROGER LYNN at the piano.
How .do they do it? Because they care.
Every detail pleased. Sat next to JOE
LOWE, JR. } who kindly scribbled the
names of some of the people in the audi-
ence. But that was a long time ago.
The next production at the playhouse
will be The Good Doctor, directed by
HILARY HINRICKS. It runs APRIL 11-16.
Treat yourself to a ticket.

JUNE HUNZINGER directed Camelot.
She is also the President of the KEY
.WEST PLAYERS. She loves good theatre
and, because she does, she helped save
the GREENE STREET THEATRE. Without a
spotlight or a mike - in a quiet voice
from the floor - Miss JUNE HUNZINGER
clearly was the star of the meeting held
to change the GREENE STREET THEATRE ledg-
er from red to black. She spoke from
her heart about the nonsense of compe-
tition between the two groups. She dug
into hex purse and pulled out a personal
check for one-hundred dollars for the
continuance of MORE LIVE THEATRE here in
Key West. She would have no applause.
She further donated, on behalf of her
troops of the WATERFRONT PLAYHOUSE, a
performance of their production of Don
Juan in Hell, to be played at GREENE
STREET. All Box Office receipts will
be a contribution for the cause. It
can't get better than that. The 200
people sitting in the small space cheered
that first lady of the theatre. Before
the evening was over $2,000 had been
raised. It turned into a marvelous
auction!

MARION STEVENS contributed a good
hunk of the works of art from her gallery
on Duval Street. MEL and DIO FISHER of
TREASURE SALVORS, INC., came up with two
"pieces of eight" and one "piece of
four." These coins on the collection
market are worth $500 EACH.' THE MONSTER
sent over two pecan pies which brought
in $id0. VICTOR of Bogarts sent tote
bags which brought over $100. KAREKA
sent an enameled bowl. There was a
backgammon board, and SISTER lugged in
a big Schlitz Beer Clock, a pewter mug
and an Indian shirt. There were dozens
more things, but I lost my notebook and
can't spin back more specifically. The
show is going to go on.' ! ! Hooray , team!

ISLAMORADA
MARATHON
KEY WEST
MIAMI

FT. LAUDERDALE
SILVER SPRINGS
ST. PETE BEACH
CLEARWATER

WINTER PARK
DAYTONA BEACH
VERO BEACH

JACKSONVILLE

Qcle the Island

FINE BICYCLES
SALES

RENTALS

PARTS

ACCESSORIES

See" Key West close-up on Wheels.
New, safe, 3-speed guys' and girls'
bikes. Lightweight adjustable tandems,
great for kids, too.

SIGHTSEERS
Wheels has personalized maps and

guide folders.
Ask about our packaged tour.

THRILLSEEKERS
Ride an old-time Big Wheel.

SHOPPERS
Wheels' bikes

have luggage racks and locks.

Whatever your thing, Wheels will help
you do it. Call us.

— Wheels —
1601 N. Roosevelt at Truman

294-6542

the Fogarty House
the Cafe

lunch and dinner
noon - 4:30 pm

6:30 pm - midnight

the Fountain Court
drinks and appetizers

the Annex
frozen yogurt

11:00 am-3:00 am

227 Duval
296-566?

Key West

"... where Presidents
have dined arid danced
— Key West Lifestyle
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'f' Burial at Sea by Jim Coan and plioto by Richard Marsh
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On February 1 , 1976 , Harvey Hayes
had his newly built, sixty-foot, two
masted, huge bowsprited schooner, the
FERNANDO CARRILLO, brought into Key
West. He'd just spent two years having
it built in the port town of Progreso
in Yucatan. Now back in his hometown,
he immediately started the task of in-
stalling the motor, fittings and sails.

During the next weeks, the work
went according to schedule. . Everything
was fine except for one thing -- Harvey's
wife Ruth was ill and getting worse.
For a few weeks they thought it was a
flu, but she had more and more difficulty
with breathing. She claimed she was
going to the family doctor here but
actually wasn't. It was as if Ruth,
who'd had diabetes for a long time,
wanted only to live long enough to see
Harvey bring the completed ship from
Mexico to Key West. She had coinciden-
tally seen, to sending in the final mort-
gage payment on their house here the
month before. Once, the boat was docked
here she seemed to have no more desire
to live.

So it wasn't such a tremendous sur-
prise one day when Harvey, working in
the garden, heard a crash and ran inside
to find that Ruth had fallen and was
not breathing. She was dead. He called
the family doctor to report her death,
and also to explain their personal feel-
ings about burial and find out what he
should do.

Harvey and Ruth had long ago made
a firm agreement that they each most
emphatically wished to be buried at

sea. They strongly felt that they
would rather spend the money on some-
thing they could enjoy while they were
alive than on funeral expenses or a
granite tombstone. And too, each shared
a lifelong and passionate love of the
sea.

The doctor advised him to take her
.to the "county coroner. He wrapped her
body in a blanket and drove her there
in his van. At the county morgue she
was examined by the coroner Dr. Fernandez.
Routinely, city detectives were notified.
Obviously, her death was due to natural
causes. The cause of death was official-
ly listed on the. death certificate as
old age.

However, effecting the burial ar-
rangements they both wanted wasn't quite
so simple. The medical examiner him-
self, "a very humane man,"'was sympa--
thetic to Harvey's desire to simply bury
her at sea. There was no recent prece-
dent of this being done here. Conse-
quently, no one'was sure of the legality
of what Harvey wished to do. Many doubt-
ed that it could be done legally.

Having been in the Navy, Harvey
had seen many burials at sea (as have
many local people). However, the coron-
er's office wouldn't release her to him
without some official legal opinion.

Since the reaction was so negative ,
Harvey inquired about the alternative of
having cremation and burial at sea.
When he called to Miami about this, he
was told that she would have to' be trans-
ported there in a funeral parlor convey-

gallery fine crafts g a 11 e ry fine G raft s ga 11 er Y f i I
\in the in the in the in the in the in
house carriage house carriage house carriagi

nonton eaton & simonton eaton & simonton ea
t-6260 2^4-6260 294-6260 294-6260 294-62

THERE'S ONLY ONE # 1

Why are there 20 million Motobecane Motorized Bicycles
on the road? Because you get:
• up to 218 MPG, more than any

other motorized bicycle

• longer wheel base for smoother
ride • .

• more machine for your money

Michelin tires that hold the
road •

our factory-trairfed service expert

priced as low as $ 3 8 9
PUB dealer prep ami Mnay

MOTOBECANE'
SALES •SERVICE •RENTALS

JOE PETTY, JR."/ 1816 FLAGLER AVE. / 296-6461

Harvey Hayes leans against the rigging
of his two-masted schooner FERNANDO
CARRILLO,at Garrison Bight.

ance,and that there would be an addition-
al "fee" since they were out of Dade
County.' This was just the sort of com-
mercial involvement they had wanted to
avoid.

Finally, a helpful city detective
contacted the Attorney General of the
State of Florida who said it was perfect-
ly legal for Harvey to transport and
bury his wife at sea according"to his
wishes.

Since Harvey didn't yet have a
motor in his boat, he had to find some-
one with a boat to help him. He finally
found a fisherman on Stock Island who
understood and agreed to do it immediate-
ly. The fisherman, known as a "preacher-
type" to his acquaintances, didn't want
any money, but Harvey insisted on giving
him twenty dollars for fuel and twenty
dollars for his two crewmen.

All the delays had taken almost
four days. The law reads that burials
must take place within a short period
after death. Then, at the last minute,
while the boat was waiting, some other
official called the Coast Guard, which
routinely performs burial at sea on re-

quest for Navy personnel. They were
asked how the burial should be taken
care of. They replied that there were
no particular rules except that a death
certificate be signed and no contagious
diseases be involved. It was that sim-
ple!

And so on March 16 Harvey picked
up Ruth at the county morgue in his van
and took her to the boat. The moto'r -was
opened full throttle, and they headed six
miles straight out from Key West to the
forty fathom bar (the first deep water
after you leave the reef). The water
there is a beautiful, clear deep blue
and at the very edge of the Gulf Stream.
There was absolute peace and silence
with th-e motor off and not a cloud in
the sky that early morning. They lifted
Ruth's weighted body , wrapped in a white
sheet, over the side and watched as she
slowly floated down into the blue sea.
In just a few days, her tangible remains
would physically be a part of that won-
drous underwater world.

Harvey strongly feels that it was
worth.fighting all the bureaucracy and
red tape to carry out the burial wishes
of his wife of fifteen years.

"The pioneers had the guts to bury
their loved ones themselves and not try
to disguise the basic reality of death.
They accepted death as part of life and
simply built a wooden box, took them up
on the hill and buried them."

He says that most people in this
country today are so conditioned by con-
vention that they don't realize that_
they do have the freedom to bury their
own as they wish.

He feels that individuals should
stand and fight for these-basic rights
of life, or otherwise the freedom of
how you come into the world and how you
go out of it will vanish in a faceless
bureaucratic void.

DAILY SPECIALS
WHERE YOU GET GOOD VALUE EVERY DAY

SPECIAL EVERY DAY 11 AM TO 3 PM

LUNCH $1.09
Choice of Chicken, Shrimp, Fish or Hamburger

Choice of Fr. Fries, Mashed Potatoes, Corn or Salad

SPECIAL EVERY DAY 11 AM TO 10 PM

Hamburger Deluxe.. .$1.29
Quarter-Pound Burger on a Toasted Bun,

with Cole slaw and Fr. Fries

SPECIAL EVERY DAY 11 AM TO 10 PM

Chicken Dinner $1.49
With Cole Slaw, Fr. Fries or Mashed Potatoes,

Roll and Honey

SPECIAL EVERY DAY 11 AM TO 10 PM

Fish Dinner $1.65
With Cole Slaw, Fr. Fries or Mashed Potatoes,

Roll, and Tartar or Cocktail Sauce

DINING ROOM — TAKEOUT SERVICE

i

EAT
IN

Chicken
UNLIMITED

TAKE
OUT

Tamily I^staurants
1102 Key Plaza, US #1 Ph. 294-2204

Fitzgerald'! finest

WRECKER'S BAZAAR!!
BUY*SELL*TRADE

LARGESTINTHE KEYS

EVERY SUNDAY 8 A.M.
CORNER;SIMONTON &
ANGELA ST.. KEY WEST

PARK AT CITY BALI

Live Entertainment
Every Afternoon

at
Fitzgerald's

Talk of the Town''
Nitely Discotheque and

Light Show Extraordinaire
430 Duva!
Key West

Jazz
Disco
Dancing

$ 2.00 FEE*-UNLIMITED
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Our authentic

custom made12 panel

sash windows bring

tum-of-the-century elegance

to your conch house

& MITCHELL
CABMETNAKiNG • UILLWORK
U.S. 1, STOCK ISLAND TELEPHONE 294-7377

editorial by Richard Goodspeed

TAKE A diagram like the one on this
page and convert i t into a computer pro-
gram, and you have what scientists call a
mathematical model. .This one happens to
model the economy and ecology of southern
Florida, although i t doesn't really do
that until you put some numbers in i t
and run i t on a computer.

A man named Jiin Ruttenber, candi-
date for a doctor's degree at Emory Uni-
versity, has put the numbers in for Mon-
roe County and the Florida Keys, and the
results of his work are of interest to
more than the board of distinguished
scholars who will be passing on his
qualifications for the doctorate. In
fact, his results can help the citizens
of Monroe County save and improve their
emerald and sapphire waters, their coral
reefs and sea l i fe , their mangrove
tracts and hammock forests. Ruttenber's
work, in other words, can help us save
all the things that brought most of us
to the Keys in the f i r s t place - the
things that continue to bring the tour-
ists , upon which our economy leans more
and more heavily.

"=* FUMIOA KEV5 flCOWM - ^
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THE MODEL we show here is one of a
series. Together they help the scien-
t i s t to understand how the different in-
fluences on our economy and environment
come together for good or i l l . Among " >
these influences, the most important
are the ways we use energy, materials,
and land ' and the amount and sources of
money that pays for the first two or
three of these (because they are "im-
ported" into the Keys). The numbers
that gave l i fe to Ruttenber's models
came from Monroe County. They are num-
bers for the conditions here in 1970
and for the rates at which those condi-
tions changed between 1970 and 1974.
With those numbers and his set of models,
Ruttenber has made some important scien-.
t i f ic predictions- about the future of
Monroe County and the Keys.

One of his major goals was to find
out what would be best for the economy
of the county. One of the most impor-

tant answers was that some curtailment
of development, in the county would "do
no harm to the county's economy. On
the other hand, any increase in the cur-
rent rate of development would have very
harmful effects over the next th i r ty
years.

NOT SURPRISINGLY 5 he also found
that the best way to make permanent im-
provements in the economy would be to
increase the flow of money into the
county as much as possible with as
small an expenditure as possible for
buildings and county services. This
suggests that we should try to encourage
those forms, of tourism that do not de-
pend-upon lots of buildings and support
services. With this in mind, Ruttenber
recommends expanding camping fac i l i t i e s
in the Keys.

Another way of improving the health
of the county's economy is to encourage
the development of housing for ret i rees
who will live in the Keys year-round.
Ruttenber acknowledges that the ret irees
would need county services and imported
resources, but says their needs would
be fairly modest. These needs could be
reduced somewhat through carefully
planned development undertaken with the
awareness that the wrong kind of devel-
opment or the right kind in the wrong
place may harm the tourist trade. (Ac-
cording to Ruttenber f the man who keeps
a second home or vacation home in the
Keys needs just as many imported re-
sources, but puts comparatively l i t . t le
outside money into the county's economy.)

RUTTENBER'S ANALYSIS also predicted
the quantities of fuel , goods , and water
that would be needed in the future for
different patterns of development. If
tourism and land development continue
to increase in ways that have been popu-
lar in the past, they will cal l for more
and'more goods, fuels, and fresh water
that must be imported from outside Mon-
roe County. Not only does this take
money back out of Monroe County, but
it can also be a blind alley if, as
seems likely, fuel becomes unavailable
or available only at prices that will
prevent its use for anything but emer-
gencies .

RUTTENBER'S modeling program also
examined some regional problems, and
showed that water is probably not. one.
of them. The South Florida Flood Con-
trol District will have plenty of water
for the Keys , if the Aqueduct Authority
can find ways of delivering i t . This
means that it can be dangerous to let
the availability of water control the
amount, of building that goes on in the
Keys. There will be too much of it.

The models and the theories asso-
ciated with the flow of energy and re-
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sources in urban systems suggest that
an emphasis on land development will do
l i t t l e for .Keys residents . Altho.ugh
development may increase the amount of
money flowing through the county , the
financial benefits to the community
(the money that actually remains in the
economy) will remain the same or even
decrease, i . e . , a tax ra i se to finance
the additional services. The overall
economic results of intense speculative
development would be about the same as
the economic resul ts of no development
at a l l . Development will , however, in-
crease the cost of services for resi-
dents and reduce the. quality of their
environment. Those ci t izens working
directly in businesses related to devel-
opment will be the only ones to benefit
from this growth strategy, and their
financial benefits may be heavily out-
weighed by the degradation of the quali-
ty of life that they themselves must en-
dure even as they force i t on the rest
of us.

IF THOSE pushing for development
are allowed to have their way, they will
find the cost of urban expansion in-
creasing steadily as the cost of energy
goes up. To counter this trend, we
should be preparing to harness nature's
energy, and to use fossil fuels in
efficient combinations with energy from
the'sun, waves , and t ides . To reduce
the effects of the human population on
the environment, we should also be pre-
paring to use new ways of disposing of
waste , and new techniques for producing
less of i t . Here are some of the ways
Ruttenber suggests:

Housing

Dry to i le ts ; cistern water; minimum land
f i l l and canal construction; minimum de-
struction of surrounding vegetation;
low-density s t i l t houses in the upland
portions of mangrove communities instead
of the concentration of homes in rare
hammock communities.

Services

Good bus service between island commun-
i t ies; systems of bicycle paths, using
old bridges, where possible; redesign
of unsightly s t r ip development areas;
landscaping and recreational use of
open areas along U.S. 1; parallel ac-
cess roads for local t r a f f i c , where
needed; recycling of sol id waste; re-
strictions on sale of no-deposit con-
tainers ..

Tourism

Facilities for low-energy camping in
remote areas of high environmental qual-
i ty , particularly in the Lower Keys;
encouragement of sailing and canoeing
as recreational a c t i v i t i e s ; protection
and preservation of oceanic reef com-
munities as attractions for diving
tourists and residents , as well as for
sport fishing; r e s t r i c t ion of spear
fishing and collection of marine organ-
isms to selected patch reef communities.
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Natural Systems

Preservation of certain hammock areas
that could be integrated into a park
system of high value to tourists; pre-
servation of shoreline mangroves; giving
tourists greater access to natural com-
munities; prevention of clear-cutting
in any natural system.

RUTTENBER WARNS US that we, the
county's citizens t must decide how much
land development should be allowed, in
view of the long-term effect of such
development on the economy and environ-
ment. And we must decide where to per-
mit this development, because some areas
are more suited, ecologically, for de-
velopment than others. We've got to
decide what maximum population to allow
in the county. The sooner we establish
this number, the better will be the
quality of the development that takes
the county to a stable urban system.

One result of any serious thought
about where our population is going must
be a county master plan. We have one,
but, as Ruttenber points out, it is
merely an extension of the past trends
in development -- those very trends that
have caused the well-documented degrada-
tion of the Keys environment during the
1960's and 1970's. This plan establish-
es land uses and density regulations
that could permit a future permanent
population of 250,000 to 300,000, and
does so without reference to any valid
form of planning theory. Furthermore,
the planning document prepared by How-
ard, Needles, Tammen, and Bergendoff
manages to hide the fact that its pro-
visions would lead to such a large
county population.

The proposed master plan also fails
to recommend that development be paced
by the ability of the economy to supply
the needed services. Nor does it men-
tion the possible negative economic
effect of second-home owners , or the
possibility of reclaiming and beautify-
ing the large expanses of land that
have been scraped or filled and are
not being built on. The maps in the
proposed master plan are also too small
and lacking in detail to be used for
sound environment-conscious planning.

RUTTENBER CONCLUDES: "It is thus
somewhat disheartening to find that
state, regional, and county government
officials (even those who claim to re-
present the interests of their environ-
mentally aware constituents) continue
to support the proposed master'plan."
Everyone participating in the develop-
ment of the Keys , he says , should con-
sider the advantages of understanding
all the interacting forces of the urban
process. Planning for the future can-
not be a game of advocacy for particular
special interests. Planners and poli-
ticians alike must realize that across-
the-board compromises with special in-
terests may damage both our environment
and our economy. They must be willing

.continued on 34
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written by Richard Marsh
The Navy Base: Fart Two

photos by Richard Marsh except as noted

The Wavy is in the process of abandoning approximately 97
acres of land at the Truman Annex and the Trumbo Annex in Key
West, resulting in the loss to the local economy of some 350
civilian jobs and the support of the military personnel. The
land is being turned over to the City of Key West for civilian
reuse. The mechanics of this turnover, and especially the role
of the non-profit Key West and Lower Keys Development Corpor-
ation {KWLKDC) in arranging short-term and long-term leases
from the private sector, were studied in the March issue of
Solares Hill. The KWLKDC's position was made dramatically
clear at -a March 10 meeting, when the directors refused to con-
sider Monroe County's request for temporary use of Walker (base-
ball) Field on the Truman Annex, which adjoins the courthouse ,
for sorely needed parking. The KWLKDC is committed to the com-
mercial, not public, reuse of the property.

The City now has five tenants at the Truman Annex on year-

to-year leases until the turnover process is completed', prob-
ably early next year. An important step in this process was
taken last month, when the City began assuming custody of
buildings on the base as they are being occupied by tenants.
By October, the City will have the responsibility for the main-
tenance and protection of all property north of a line drawn as
a continuation of Angela Street. The Navy still has to approve
each lease, but this new development cuts about six months from
the leasing process.

Two of the City's tenants — Borden Crystal Bottle Water
and Key West Fragrance and Cosmetics Factory — are using prop-
erty at the Truman Annex for storage. The other three have ac-
tive operations that will be of interest to area residents and
visitors.- the National YMCA Center for Underwater Activities,
the Murphy Pacific Marine Salvage Company , and the Florida Keys
Marine Institute.

DESCENDENT OF THE WRECKERS:

THE SALVAGE TUG CURB

Quinn Martin or some other tv pro-
ducer is missing the opportunity for a
smash-hit series. Here is the outline
for a pilot show.

Trailer (standard show opening):
somewhere on the Atlantic coast of the
United-States in the 1850's; a farmer
spots a sailing ship in distress, mounts
a black horse and gallops bareback
through the night; a stop-frame of the
galloping horse fades into the silhouette
of an extended horse, revealed in zoom-
out to be the logo on the smokestack of .
the modern salvage tug CURB of the Mur-
"p'hy Pacific Marine Salvage Company;.it

is nighttime; the tug is galloping
through a hurricane; its powerful carbon-
arc searchlight slices through the •storm,
stopping when it illuminates a founder-
ing ship; zoom-in to the •whee.lhouse of
the CURB; a grizzled captain barks ur-
gent commands that send men scurrying
efficiently; the CURB'S radio man speaks
into a microphone; shift to the radio
shack on the ship in distress, where
the radio man takes a message and relays
it to the captain; the captain speaks
into a microphone and points toward a
bright light piercing the.storm; a
cheer goes up among the crew; the cap-
tain sighs, a relieved and grateful ex-
pression on 'his face.

Voice-over throughout the trailer:
"For thousands of years men have sailed
the oceans of the world > often reaching
their destinations only through sheer,
blind luck. Navigating by primitive
methods and forecasting weather more by
guesswork than by science, they frequent-
ly lost their ships, cargo, and lives
when unpredictable storms drove them
onto uncharted reefs and rocks. Until
the. middle of the last century,. free- •
lance wreckers picked-up the pieces of\.v,-'

broken ships t damaged cargo, and drowned
sailors. Today powerful sea-going salv-
age tugs lie waiting in strategically
located ports, ready to set sail on a
few hours' notice to repair, pump, or
tow a ship in distress anywhere in the
world. One such tug is the CURB, and
one such port is Key'West, Florida,
within convenient range of the Atlantic
Coast, the Gulf of Mexico, the Caribbean,
the Bahamas, and South America. The
master of the CURB is Captain Alfred
Kirchhoff, who was the first man to
reach the French troop ship NORMANDY
when it burned and capsized in New York
Harbor in 1942. Captain. Kirchhoff has
robbed the sea of many of its potential
victims."

The trailer ends with a pan shot
from a ship in tow, to the CURB, to a
zoom-in on Captain Kirchhoff standing
on the bridge, looking back at the ship
in tow with satisfaction.

Episodes could be shot on location
anywhere in the world. Captain Kirch-
hoff could be flown to the scene, when
the CURB could not get there in time.
He could use whatever ship is on hand,
even working with the Coast Guard, as
he did in the case of the ARGO MERCHANT
wreck last December off Cape Cod.

The pilot episode could open with
Captain Kirchhoff receiving a phone call
from the Murphy Pacific office in the
Trade Center in New York City. Captain
Kirchhoff makes notes at his desk, next
to his bunk in his tiny office aboard
the CURB. The MONARCH STAR, a cruise
ship out of Miami bound for the Carib-
bean, has lost power off Cuba and is
drifting helplessly toward the Cuban
coast, but not in immediate danger.
With a quick glance at his charts, the
Captain tells the company he will be
there in 23 hours. Word is relayed to
the owners of the MONARCH STAR and to
the captain of the disabled ship.
Twenty-three hours will be soon enough,
the STAR says.

The captain of' a rival salvage tug
is in the vicinity of the MONARCH STAR
and has no pressing engagements. "The
Dutchman," as Captain Kirchhoff calls
him, asks the STAR if it wants a tow.
The STAR will wait for the CURB; thanks
anyway. The Dutchman, who should be
played by someone who looks like Peter
Lorre, wires the STAR'S owners and tells
them the STAR is in immediate danger
and asks if they want him to lend assis-
tance . The STAR'S owners call the STAR'S
captain and angrily demand to know why
he is jeopardizing the ship and the
lives of the passengers by waiting for
the CURB. They are told that the ship
is in no imminent danger, and that the
Dutchman is only conning them so that
he can throw a line on the STAR and get
the salvage contract. -

The Dutchman circles like a vulture,
and the STAR continues to drift toward
Cuba. Twenty-three hours after Captain
Kirchhoff received the call, the STAR
receives a radio message: The CURB has
the STAR in sight and wants to know
what the Dutchman is doing there. The
Dutchman', listening on the same frequency
slinks away like a whipped dog. The
CURB takes the STAR in tow seven miles
from the Cuban coast.

This happened last January, short-
ly after Captain Kirchhoff came to Key
West to temporarily replace the regular
master of the CURB, Captain Jens Jurgen-
sen.

The Merritt Division of Murphy Pa-
cific -- the East Coast branch of the
California-based company -- has been in
the salvage business for 125 years and
has used Key West as a base of operation
since the late 1800's. The CURB replaced
the CABLE, here since 1947, two years*
ago, and is now docked at Pier 8 of the
former Navy submarine base. The nearest
comparable salvage operation is in Kings-
ton,' Jamaica.

The CURB is an oversized tugboat
of 1200 gross tons, 510 net; 212 feet in
length with a draft of .'6̂  feet, fully
loaded; its four engines develop 3600
horsepower, and it can run on one engine
if necessary. Its twin screws give it
an excellent maneuvering capability.
According to Captain Kirchhoff, "It can
turn on a dime and give 9 cents change.
I'd rather have a ship like this'; for
seaworthiness it is one of the best
class of ships I've ever been on."

The ship is self-sustaining for
30-45 days and normally carries with it
all equipment needed to pump, repair,
and tow a ship in most situations. It
has a pumping capacity of 50,000 gallons
per minute , and it can patch a torpedo
hole. Specialized equipment is stored
in a nearby warehouse.

The CURB'S holds are stocked with
pumps, pipe fittings, wooden wedges,
beams, steel plating, pulleys, cables,
chains, sawdust (for "foddering" the
sprung seams of a wooden ship and for
traction on oily decks) , and a variety
of necessary odds and ends.

Anchors, chains, floats (some are
used to float a cable across a reef),
firefighting equipment, and 28% foot
workboats are stored on deck.

Bruised, battered, chipped, and
dented by weather and ships scraping
alongside , the CURB is currently under-
going extensive cosmetic surgery while
idle in port, "so she can look like a
lady again," according to Captain Kirch-
hoff. (To avoid embarrassing the lady
in her present disheveled state we did

not photograph the entire ship for this
article.)

Captain Kirchhoff is the senior
salvage master of Murphy Pacific, and
he holds a license to operate any vessel
on the high seas. He skippered the
"supertankers" of the 1950's when they
were new, the same tankers -- now 25
years old -- that break apart and spill
oil because they are not maintained
properly. He has executed 242 missions
in the past 15 years.

Captain Kirchoff

Captain Robert T. Belsher, retired
from "the Navy, is the salvage master of
the CURB and the company representative.

; He has a combined total of 32 years of
experience in naval and commercial salv-
age.

The CURB employs 40 men, mostly
locally hired, including an operating
crew of eight men who board the vessel
in distress with Captain Belsher, and
a crew of 24 to operate the CURB.

The CURB carries on a tradition
that goes back to the founding days of
Key West, when the cry of "Wrack ashore"
from a widow's walk would send the local
wreckers racing to see who would reach,
a crippled or grounded ship first. But
' the days -are long gone when a few coils
of rope, a block and tackle, and a fast,
shallow-draft schooner could bring wealth
to the wrecker who only had to wait for
a fog or a storm to deposit a merchant
ship at his doorstep on the Sambos.
The size of modern ships alone requires
specialization in the salvage business,
because the heavy equipment is expensive.
The CURB carries 8 extra 4-ton anchors
worth about $17,000 each.

Key West is good for the CURB, being
•at the hub of heaviiy traveled sea lanes,
;and the CURB is good for Key West as a
i redeveloping sea port, besides providing
•a 40-man payroll for the local economy
and fuel- for the imagination of a jour-
nalist and would-be tv script writer.

STRAIGHTENING THE TWIG

As the twig is bent, so the tree
is inclined, and anyone who has cut
timber knows that a tree inclined the
wrong way is a hazard to its woodlot
neighbors. Straightening the twig can
save the tree and prevent damage to the
adjacent community.

This philosophy is applied to 15
to 18 year old boys and girls in Key
'West and the Lower Keys in an exciting
new vocational training program operated
by the Florida Keys Marine Institute at
the Truman Annex of the Navy base. Any
area resident who fits the age require-
ment and is not doing well in school
can apply for training at the Institute.

An experienced, staff with a wide
variety of qualifications trains stu-
dents in marine-related fields and other
job areas. It is also possible for a
student to earn a high school equivalen-
cy diploma while attending the program.

The result is that a graduate of the
Institute enters the job market with
skills, training, and education slanted
toward the present and future needs of
local employers, and he is unlikely to
wind up on welfare or unemployment.

The training program emphasizes
marine work skills like boat maintenance
and repair in and out of the water,
light, salvage, marine research; in short,
how to make a living with a boat or
working around boats..

The Institute's Carl MacZink with student.

Since the students have usually
come to the Institute because of diffi-
culty in adjusting to their previous
school life, close attention is given
to motivating them and maintaining their
interest. Old-fashioned, common sense
techniques of raising youngsters into
productive adulthood are recognized,
approved, and formally labeled by psy-
chologists as "positive reinforcement
and progressive success motivation."
These concepts are translated into
action at the Institute by rewarding
good behavior and ignoring bad behavior
(within reason) and by encouraging the
students to set and achieve increasingly
more challenging goals , something like
a boy scout's progression from tender-
foot to eagle scout.

A new student at the Institute
might be given a short first aid course
to pass, similar.to a first aid merit
badge,-which will be useful later.in an
active life on and near the sea. Then
he might have a brief general science
course, a swimming evaluation test,
marine science, basic seamanship, boat
engine mechanics, second mate, and
first mate examinations -- each course
growing inilength and intensity (and
responsibility) until he is qualified
to handle and maintain a boat or fill
some other position in the work force.

•The staff of the program covers a
wide range of background skills and
capabilities. The captain and seaman-
ship instructor, Carl MacZink, has not
only had many years' as a professional
seaman and commercial fisherman, but
also has his Florida teacher's certifi-
cate in English and Geography with
several years of experience in an alter-
native school program.

The Institute's diving instructor,
Rick Weaver, has worked for a local dive
shop for several years and is a Coast
Guard licensed captain. Rick is also
currently working toward state certifi-
cation as an Emergency Medical Techni-
cian.

Alison Osinski, the aquatics in-
structor, came to the Institute recent-
ly from Marathon, where she was teaching
in the public schdol system. Alison
has a strong background in recreation
and aquatics management, as well as her
Florida teacher's certificate in Math.

O.B. Stander, the Institute's
oceanography instructor, is also a scuba
instructor certified by the National
Association of Underwater Instructors
(NAUI). O.B. teaches a curriculum that
is heavily centered on the local environ-
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ment and is designed for the youngster
that has little, if any, motivation to
study "science."

Ed Osborne, the Institute's career
education coordinator, brings a strong
background in sociology/education and
counselling skills to round out the
technical background of the staff. He
is also directly responsible for guid-
ing and assisting the students in es- -
tablishing realistic career and personal
goals.

In addition to the vocational skills
produced with the training program,
the students are transported daily to
the Key West Skill Center, where they
are exposed to remedial and standard
academic classes with the capability of
obtaining their high school equivalency
diploma.

Students between the /ages of 15
and 18 and "parents with youngsters in
that age group should call the director
of the Institute, Wayne Marshall, at
294-5119 or write to the Institute at
PO Box 1116, Key West, FL 33040, for
further information. Employers inter-
ested in learning more about, what the
Institute can do for them can also call
for information.

YMCA UNDERWATER ACTIVITIES HEADQUARTERS-

The director of a national organ-
ization might rise from his desk in a
plush office on the umpteenth floor of
a skyscraper in New York or Chicago and
stroll to the window to rest his eyes
from paper-shuffling. He might stare
at the skyscraper across the street or
watch the tiny figures swarming Fifth
Avenue or Michigan Avenue and wonder ,
what is going on behind all that paper-
work on his desk , miles away from his
office.

When Bob Smith, director of the
National YMCA Underwater Activities
Program, looks out the second-storey
window of his tropically casual office
in Building 21 at the Navy base in Key
West, he can watch snorkled, masked,
and nelmeted heads bob in the water of
the old submarine basin, shepherded by
Training Director Tom Mount. It is re-
warding to see the results of paper
planning unfold before your eyes.

Training exercise for divers.

Smith is unlikely to personally
encounter many of the 30,000 skin divers
and scuba divers who are trained each
year by 1500 YMCA-certified instructors
around the country, but some of them
may have the occasion to wish to seek
him out some day to shake his hand in
gratitude. The papers he shuffles about
his. desk and the heads that bob-outside
his window could be instrumental in
saving their lives.
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The four-week diving safety course
for members of the Army Corps of Engi-
neers , which began last month , is an
example of the programs that Smith ad-
ministers. The assembling here last
month of the Council for National Co-
operation in Aquatics is an example of
the kind of marine-interest groups that
come-to Key West because of the Y's
headquarters at the Navy base. An Army
Special Forces Training Unit was using
the Navy's submarine escape tower
through special arrangement with the Y
last month. This is an example of the
cooperation between the Y and under-
water specialist groups, in which faci-
lities, research, and instruction are
traded for mutual benefit, and, in the
end, for the safety, well-being, and
efficiency of the individual diver.

The Y's headquarters here does not
deal directly with the general public,
nor does it offer basic underwater
courses. Anyone who wishes to learn
skin diving or scuba diving can do so
through a local dive' shop or Florida
Keys Community College or by calling
the YMCA for referral to a certified
instructor.

(Key West does not have a branch
of the YMCA or YWCA open to the public.
The YMCA Service Branch at the corner
of Whitehead and Southard -- the former
USO --is for servicemen only.)

The National YMCA Center for Under-
water Activities at the Navy base has
a threefold purpose :

1) to administer the underwater
activities program for the 1500
YMCA-certified instructors; to
support them with training man-
uals and develop training stand-
ards; to generate underwater
activity programs; and to con- •
duct underwater competitions ,
including underwater hockey and
navigation.

2) to conduct underwater research
and development for recreational
divers with public and private
funding, including YMCA, YMHA,
Red Cross, and Boy Scouts; and
to develop training techniques
and emergency procedures.

3) to conduct specialized training
courses, like underwater photo-
graphy, wreck diving, ice div-
ing, cave diving, and special
training for physicians in medi-
cal problems associated with
diving.

These purposes overlap in practice.
In arranging for the Special Forces
group to use the submarine escape tow-
ers, the YMCA coincidentally picks up
knowledge as a result of the Army's re-
search that helps it to evaluate texts
for civilian divers. The YMCA also
gives additional certification to the
military divers, so that they can quali-
fy as instructors when they return to
civilian life.

The YMCA identified a need in Key
West for a physician qualified to treat
underwater-related medical problems.
No local civilian physician was so
qualified, and-qualified military phy-
sicians were not available on a perma-
nent basis. The YMCA nominated a local
physician, Dr. Pat Major, for a three-
week diving physician course given by
the Undersea Medical Society and spon- .
sored by the National Oceanic and Atmo-
spheric Administration (NOAA). Dr.
Major was one of five civilian physi-
cians selected to take the course,
which she just recently completed. As
a result, Key West now has a civilian
physician in residence who can use the
decompression chamber to treat the
bends, treat gas gangrene with hyper-
baric oxygen therapy , and take care of
other underwater medical problems. Dr.
Major can also conduct a physical ex-
amination designed to identify diver-
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This happens sometime during the
Sixties.

Not a cloud smudges the heartless
blue of the island sky.

The phone rings. It is the lady-
like, imperative tones of a friend, Edye
Kidd. Some car has developed a flat...
luggage has gone...our friend will miss
his plane.

Edye possesses this diaphanous
quality tracing from deceptively vaporous
sentences and a poetic cloud of fleecy
black hair, an airiness which never fully
submits to her perceptive mind and steel
trap will. You do not deny her.

You leap into the family wheels...
skimpy red clampickers, white halter with
a spot of grape juice...springy hair
spurting in exclamation marks from under
a table napkin knotted over an ear. A
buccaneer-looking housewife.

You pull up on United Street before
the arty-pink sign "Casa Kidd." Through
the swinging gate emerge artists Edye
and Hari Kidd from their studio. There's
a garden glimpse of crotons, "colory" as
a Persian carpet, with small pea rock
throw rugs between.

You load'and wheel around the corner
to Duncan Street. Edye points out a
cautious, bland, small white house of
resigned size, sitting modestly back on
the quiet street.

Passenger climbs in.

First meetings are like the first
two minutes of a fire. The intensity
and damage is greater.

A quick rear view mirror referral
establishes that he looks slightly non-
descript. One of these small men with
a dapper air. When you fall into con-
versation, he really is nice.

Edye loses his name for you, intent
as you'are, reversing past somebody's
mailbox.

"And what do you do, Frances?" He
speaks in a wonderful, full-throated
voice, elegant, with just -the subtlest
deep South trace.

.Suddenly, you begin to talk. Why,
you never will know. One of those un-
predictable moves one makes beyond
direction.

"I write." Your hands lie sort of
posedly on the wheel.
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In the airport coffee shop, Edye

shrugs off her mauve shawl and fluffs
her hair. Hari sits there in his turtle-
necked sweater contemplating the rim of
his cup.

"Tenn should get there in time to
meet his producer. 'Night of the.Iguana.
She kindly explains to me.

Your eyes look a desperate question.

The Kidds nod. Tennessee Williams.

You retrace the boulevard, laden
with meekness. Not a cloud smudges the
heartless blue of the island sky.

"Oh."
know more.

He is all ears. Wants to

You warm up. "There was this long
series for Christian Science Monitor.
Then, many columns. .And short stories.
Now, I'm working on a play about people
in a storm cellar in a Texas cyclone.
The actors enter sliding in through the
chute."

There was more of this, now and then
consulting the blue eyes reflected in
the mirror. Edye and Hari sit, silent
as stones, their eyes lifting out over
the ocean, down the palm studded, boule-
vard. Inscrutable as poker players.

Passenger enplanes.

Vortex
STAINED GLASS STUDIOS

SUNSHINE'S
ARTS & CRAFTS

Supplies for Art.and Decorative

Painting — Woodcarving Tools —

Decoupage — Beads — Macrame —

Candlemaking — Art & Craft Books —

Candles and Decorative Art Items

3 Key Lime Square 294-2274

visit our studio and watch us work
Innovations In stained glass

also we do custom work
294-5992

& ; •
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"EHiowias S^udtette's
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FINE FASHION JEWELRY & 18K GOLD

CAPODIMONTE CERAMICS & FINE IMPORTS

#2 Key Lime Square

?• '
Capt.505'6

? • .
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6131/2 Duval Street
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# KAREKA 9
306 Front Street

Enamels
Gold and silver handcrafted Jewelry

809 Eaton Street
story, and photo by Sheldon Ramsdell

"Our ancestors were individualists
who could not be pushed around. We have
not lost that spirit." This is a quote
in the January 24, 1977 edition of the
New York Times from fifth generation
Conch Jessie Porter Newton, in which she
was talking to a Florida state planner
who tried to interfere with a restoration
project.

».

of this condemnation (of 809 Eaton
Street) which entails the requirements
to demolish and remove this structure
by January 17, 1977, at your own expense.

This old Conch house dates back to
1892 according to the old Sanborn insur-
ance maps in the Monroe County library.
However, Monroe County historian Betty'
Bruce believes the house dates back to

00 C u s t o m "
Gai-pen+ry GirYjerbreacf
Driftwood Fhaimes Hartdwoaj furniture.

Furniture. Repair

1O7 Caroline,

"They'll have to face me and a shot-
gun if they want to tear my house down."
This is a recent quote from Michael Chod-
zin, owner of a house at ,809 Eaton Street,

Mr. Chodzin's angry remark was
prompted by a letter from Key West Public
Service Director Woodrow Niles and City
Manager Ronald Stack. The letter reads,
in part , "This is a formal notification

the 1840's or 1850's. "The house is in
"Conch Town" where the Bahamian families
first developed and lived. They'll tear
it down over my dead body," says Mrs.
Bruce.

Home owner Chodzin, 32 years old,
was born in Germany of Russian parents
who worked as labor prisoners after being
forced from Russia by the Nazis. After

the war the family moved to New Mexico,
where Michael grew up.

"He has to show good faith. I can-
not in good conscience let anyone live
there - it is unsafe housing. I'm all
for restoration, but my first responsi-
bility is the safety of the people living
there," said City Manager Ron Stack. At
one point the city did send a crane to
start the demolition, but when they found
the electrical- wiring still intact, the
crane and crew retreated. Later, an
electrical inspector was sent, but when
he discovered that people lived in the
house, he refused to disconnect the wires.

The 13-room house has seven rent-
free inhabitants. "Two upstairs and
five down," says Michael. "All are con-
tributing with labor and financing. It
took us three months to pull the garbage
out from under the house. There must
have been 50 years of trash rotting
there. This is a five year project,"
Michael says. "There were 4 junk cars
in the back yard." Where the cars once
stood now exists a beautiful garden cen-
tered by a "biodynamic hill." "Second
highest point in Key West," brags'Chod-
zin. The biodynamic hill consists of
wood, Christmas trees, coconuts, and
"mostly stuff we pulled out of the house,"
says Chodzin. Growing on the hill are
aloe, a castor bean plant, and a big
leafy weed, whose root system holds the
hill together. Elsewhere in the spacious
garden are pineapple plants, a tree of
life plant, sour oranges, and avocado
trees.

In reflection, Michael says, "Key
West is an art piece that I'm totally in-
volved in." A holder of a Bachelor of
Arts degree from the Art Institute of
Chicago, he ran the former Studio 5 gal-
lery on Duval Street. "The only gallery
in Key West exhibiting serious art,"
claims homeowner and neighbor , Sheridan
Crumlish.
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"There are a lot of absentee land-
lords letting their houses go to pieces,'
says James Hansen, Chairman of the Old
Island Restoration Commission1. "Now
the structural stability of 809 Eaton
is fine." Hansen is a little piqued at
Chodzin for not working fast enough on
the repairs. "I helped Michael get his
new building permit," says Hansen. "It
puts me in a tight position."

With attention and pressure coming
from all quarters of the community, the
saga of home owner versus government has
cooled somewhat with Chodzin and company
now painting the exterior , repairing a
hole in the roof, and working on the
front porch, which had totally rotted
away.

The latest development is a sort of
reprieve contract from Public Service
Director Niles to Chodzin. A letter was
sent stating that Chodzin's "costs would
be $10,000 minimum to bring the house to
code requirements, and that work must
start within ten days of this letter."
The letter was to be, signed by Chodzin
as a contract of good faith, but Chodzin
has composed his own letter to sign.
Quote: "I am doing my own labor and
acting as my own contractor. Any addi-
tional labor is being donated by friends.
My carpentry construction estimate is
under $500, plumbing will be done later.
Electrical costs would be $1,000 and
will start immediately upon obtaining
city permits."

"Niles blew his stack and raised
hell when I presented him my letter," .
says Chodzin.

Michael Chodzin, a five year resi-
dent of Key West, has picked up the in-
dividualist spirit Jessie Porter Newton
referre_d to, but the question remains as
to which" individualist spirit will win.
The saga continues.

Windsurfing

You'll find the Windsurfer is a unique boat with a broad range of use.
It performs well in light air, although with experience heavy air sailing
is where the excitement lies. Because of the physical intimacy required,
windsurfing appeals to men S women who enjoy high performance and active
involvement. '

SPECIFICATIONS
Length 12'
Beam 26"
Draft 2" \ y. . •
Draft-Board Down 24" Y V 1

Hull Weight. , 40 lbs.
Rigged Weight ...60 lbs.
Spar
Assembly..14' Fiberglass Mast \-~~~~

9' Wishbone Booms ~~' '- ^(L • V

SAILS: 56 sq. f t . of finest dacron in choice of color; in-
cludes window, class emblem, and racing numbers.

DESIGNED by Hoyle Schweitzer.

l
located to Old Key West
next to the Aquarium at

Mallory Square

•REEF TFMPS
•for *mexj?erienced, and

experienced alike
* Srnqlj groups
•free snorkeling instruction

BIKE RENTAL-
• see Old Tbum from Old Tbuin

PICNICS AND EXPLORING
* camping on out»elands bu
epeciaiarnangemervf *-'

SAILING CHARTERS

"WHAT'S DOING IMKEY WEST", fromTRAVELSect.
®(Sunday,January 23,1977)

"Key Lime Village, 727 Truman Avenue,
a congenial assortment of air-comBtionedl
rooms ... and efficiency cottages
amid tropical foliage^ from $10 single ~
or double to $30 for up to four
persons in a cottage.. .w

The First "Motel" on the Island S in i860
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THE AQUARIUM

Green Turtles
Sharks Eels
LARGE SELECTION OF

Reef Tropical Fish
Also next door...

SHELL WAREHOUSE
QUARTER OF A MILLION DOLLARS IN SHELLS

ON HAND AT ALL TIME

SHELLS FROM FLORIDA AND
AROUND THE WORLD

SPECIMEN SHELLS AVAILABLE

MALLORY SQUARE

Free Parking and Free Admission
For Shell Warehouse

' i r KB 13 f

where the unusual is usual ...

400 front street • (305) 296-6324 • key west, florida 33040

cThecFogartysHouse-. Back^lhen
by Ray Daniels- and illustrated by Dink Bruce

THE F0GARTY HOUSE was built in 1875
by ships' carpenters and local woodwrights
as a wedding gift by William Curry to
his daughter and Mr. Fogarty. All of the
wood was brought from Florida's west
coast, near Punta Gorda , in Mr. Curry's
sailing ships. The house has 26 rooms;
later a stable was added to house the
fine, team of horses Mr. Fogarty owned.
In the front yard were planted two rare
Sabal Palms and a banyan tree - one palm
and the banyan tree survive today, A-
round the house was a white picket fence,
and the grounds were like a small garden.

THE FOGARTY HOUSE has had many past
duties. First as a house, then later as
a doctor's office, clinic and quarters ,
.then as a bookies' hangout. (I must have
removed a mile of telephone cable. Fa-
ther told me the bookies would get news
of races, sports events(, etc., by tele-
phone and go out to make bets, but only
taking bets on the losers ! Due to the
time difference and the late reporting
of the radio, they made many sucker
bets.) The house was a bar and later
became Luigi's Restaurant. After Luigi
left, the house had several temporary
uses, and then we came.

IN 1969, Dad and I had just finished
making arrangements with Mr. Hilario
Ramos to rent the Fogarty House. It was
then that we got a good look at this old
house, The fountain in the front, yard
had eight wheelbarrow loads of leaves
and debris, plus a surprise. I first
started to clean the fountain one morning.
As I reached in for a handful of leaves
and trash, I jumped back", as I had, en-
countered a live, clammy thing. Being
cautious, I got a stick and carefully
poked around., when suddenly a large frog
jumped right at my face. I am not sure
if the frog was surprised, but I was.
After more careful digging I encountered
dozens of frogs living in the fountain.
It was only one of many surprises the
Fogarty House was to offer Dad and me.

THE RESTAURANT {formerly stables)
was like one of those movies where cob-
webs, dirt and small creatures abound.
It took us five weeks to make it habit-
able, and a couple more to paint, re-
wire, and install some new water pipes.

The drain pipes were clogged with debris
so we called a plumber. He said $600 or
more to clean or replace them. I said,
"No way," and then sought advice. I was
told to use an acid to clean out the
pipes - which I did. Have you ever been
caught in a cross between a London fog
and a sewer outfall? Gas began to form,
and soon we were all chased from the
-area. It took several hours for the
air to clear and enable us to inspect
our work. Success, with only a few
dollars spent for acid. The neighbors
wondered what that awful smell was, how-
ever! ,

In the main house the front doo'r
sagged, and we had holes in the plaster
ceiling and two walls to replace. We
painted the rooms upstairs and down-
stairs , the porch, stairs and the shut-
ters. Painting that house was uphill -
every time I climbed upstairs (3 flights)
I would find I had to go retrieve some
forgotten material. Climbing made me
improve my memory, and I lost some weight

Dad and I stripped asphalt tiles
from one side room by burning and scrap-
ing > U guess we spent three weeks at
this), then we stripped the goop from
the floor, sanded, then varnished the
floor, (this took another two weeks).
Five weeks and about $2,000 later, we
had only one room restored.'

ABOUT THE SAME TIME we built a
public aquarium in the large main room
and began charging admission to see it
and the Conch mansion under restoration.
We rented rooms on the second and third
floors. One night the police came look-
ing for a guy with a stolen car, and
really got the tenants nervous. About
two weeks later, I had all these strange
pointed leafed weeds sprouting up all
over the side yard. I guess the tenants
were really nervous the night the police
came.

Dad cooked for the restaurant, and
Sam, our good friend, played waiter (he
made as much in tips as we made on din-
ners) and part-time guide. Though a
restaurant, we played a lot of Cuban
dominoes and cards. Stopping by the
restaurant on a warm afternoon you could
hear Dad and his friend, George, arguing
with each other as to who could lie and
cheat the best. I thought it was always
a close tie" on this score.

THAT SUMMER when we first got the
house I became a shadow of my former
self, I must have lost at least 30
pounds. It was up to the 3rd floor to
give a telephone message and down again,
then once again for the reply. I figure
I could have tried out for the Olympics , *
especially in stair climbing competition,
but Dad's .cooking seemed to offset my
weight, loss , as exercise increased my
appetite.

THE PLACE TO STAY
AT THE END OF THE DAY

80 MOTEL ROOMS
35 APARTMENTS

Gift Shop Featuring Regional Gifts

3852 N. ROOSEVELT BLVD.
KEY WEST. FLORIDA

DAYS INN

As to being landlord - well , that
is a strange story. Often I came in
early in the mornings to clean the com-
munity bathrooms and would find a tenant
asleep in the hall or on the stairs after
his late night out. I would have to
close their doors, turn off the lights,
and help them into or out of bed.

ONE DAY I rented a large room to
two guys from Haiti, and soon noticed
many strange people going upstairs.
Around midnight, after closing the rest-
aurant, I went upstairs to put the house
to sleep. As I reached the second floor
I heard this haunting music and veird
chanting. Thinking the guys were having
a religious meeting, I went on up to the
third floor when I" heard what seemed to
be a convention of drummers playing voo-
doo drums. Down I went to the second
floor, and sure enough, it was coming
from the newly rented room. Knocking
'bravely on the door (I still thought
all this was on a record or the radio),

I stood ready to require them to turn
down the sounds. The door opened. There
were 20 or more Haitians all dressed in
voodoo costume dancing around lighted
candles, but the guy in the middle of
the room had a cloak of feathers and a
freshly killed bloody chicken in his
mouth. I only said, "Sorry, wrong room,"
and retreated down to the ground -floor,
exited quickly to my car, drove home,
and wondered if I really saw this primi-
tive scene.

The next day the Haitians were gone,
the room was clean , and I could find no
visible traces of the previous night . I
asked the other tenants and was assured'
that it really happened. Was I super-
stitious? Not me.' I was glad, however,
to see the voodoo people leave the house,
and I still can't account for the beads
of sweat that formed on that chill No-
vember night after seeing that chicken.
Of course, I wasn"t scared, but I set
a record for speed in getting out of
that house.

THE NIGHT the house got busted pro-
duced some humorous side effects. One
of my tenants was dealing, and the local
police decided to put him .away. The
raid was successful , and the tenant re-
ceived new quarters. I thought the in-
cident closed, but a few weeks later I
was pulling weeds in the garden and no-
ticed a few pot plants. For the next
month or two I found plants and pipes ,
and soon everyone in the house offered
to help me garden.

The house was a loose-run, large
family that kept a public image of some
decorum, while inside really swung. I
arrived late one Sunday morning to find
two foot-long soap bubbles drifting cas-
ually over Duval Street. During the
windy season kites flew from the attic.
Throughout the year the third floor
tenants talked about the antics of the
house ghost.

FATHER REMAINED unshakable, no mat-
ter what antics the tenants perpetrated,
and he smiled and seemed understanding
and w'as polite to everyone. No one in
the house ever went hungry while he ran
the restaurant, and the house attracted
many talented people. I remember sunny
afternoons when Dad and I and our many
friends and tenants would sit around and
discuss the value of fresh salads, Dad's
famous conch chowder, fresh fruit slushes
(my specialty), and Key West news in
general. It was a fine time, and we
loved it.

THE FOGARTY HOUSE is now in the
hands of another who dreams of restoring '
it to its original elegance. Pierre
Lajoie.has his dreams and resources now
tied to the spirit of the house.

Now the house has.an elegant patio
restaurant, and the inside of the house
is being restored and soon will have an
indoor restaurant. Chef Dick Reid, with
Pierre's guidance, has created a great
menu featuring many tropical island
specialties. ' .

As a former friend of the Fogarty
House, I applaud Mr. Lajoie's efforts to
blend a business with the restoration
of this fine Conch mansion. We wish you
luck, Pierre, and will return soon to
share the feast your restaurant offers.

DINNERLUNCH

The new Bose Model 301
for those who thought
they couldn't afford Bose

The new BOSE Model 301. The only bookshelf loudspeaKer
to provide spacious, clear sound comparable to the top-rated
BOSE 901® and 501 speakers; that allows you to adfust
sound performance according to your specific room
acoustics, taste, or recordings; and the only bookshelf
speaker that does all this for under $100.

The BOSE Model 301
bookshelf speaker. Only
an audition will tell you
what an extraordinary
sound experience tt
provides

am
mm Swift's Camera & Stereo, Inc.

423 Duval Street/Key West Florida 33040/305 296-8576

India Imports — Faded Glory Jeans — Liberty Jcnra —
S.O.B. Jeans — Men's Dress Shirts — Men's Casual
Shirts — Men's Sport Shins — Hals — Caps' — Ha! Pins
— Scarves — Necklaces — Bracelets —' Rings — Earrings
— Indian Bedspreads — Wallets — Bags — Belts — Herbs
— Pipes — Papers — Oils — Incense — Kama Sulrn Love
Products — Chokers — Dresses — Culottes — Skirts —
Halters — Hauraches — Flip-Flops — Sandals — Sun-
glasses — Shorts — Overalls — Jumpsuiis — Wraparound
Pants — Briefs — Battling Suits — Jackets — Leather
Jackets — Levi Accessories — Posters — Hammocks —
Waterbeds — Pyramids — Feathers — Pillows — Etc. etc.

f' umrye A t>ank«mericard Seer & Wine Closed Tuesday
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LAZY AFTERNOON !

400 SIMONTON STREET

KEY WEST, FLORIDA;33040

From Paris's ELLE
The finest hod in the Florida Key

Fabulous Sunday Brunch
11:30-2:30

FARBINGTON
GALLERIES INC.

Paintings •• Graphics
Collectors'Prints
Custom Framing
Artists' Supplies

.-711 Duv^St. (at Angela)

People who come to
the Sea Crest come

back and come back..

SEA CREST motel
I :;ON THE BEST BEACH IN KEY WEST
^ V EFFICIENCIES • TV • AIR COND.

^ Moderate daily - weekly rates
1423Simonton St.

Phone 294-3707

BankAmericard
MasterCharge

Sea Crest Health Bar
Cuban Sandwiches , Fresh Squeezed Juices

Pocket Sandwiches Fresh Fruit with Yogurt

Sewage Problem
by -Len Marowitz

WHAT IS 56 miles long and full of
holes? It isn't all the earth;-filled
dams west of the Mississippi, although
that is a reasonable guess. It isn't
the federal tax law structure," also a
good guess. A hint night help': It
handles 1.5 million gallons of liquid
a day and you may be standing over it
at this very moment. That's right, it's
the Key West sewer system. :

THE PRESENT wastewater collection
system divides the city into seven col-
lection areas, each serviced b^ a lift,
or pump, station. These lift stations
are housed in small, light green cinder
block buildings. A bright red!block
letter appears on a side of each build-
ing . Wherever you are in Key West,
you're within a few blocks of one of
these stations.

The flow of liquid in the: system,
through pipes varying in diameter from
8 to 30 inches, is generally from north-
east to southwest. It converges finally
at Station A, which is located' at the
corner of Amelia and Thomas Streets.
From Station A f the sewage is pumped
through a 24 inch cast iron outfall pipe
to a point 4200 feet offshore, where
the Main Ship Channel merges \yith
Hawk' Channel southwest of the city. The
effluent empties onto the ocean floor in
33 feet of water. (Incidentally,:there
are 1,000 manholes in Key West.) •',

The existing sewer systeifi was con-
structed in four phases and gradually
came to replace backyard privj.es as the
means of liquid sewage disposal. iDuring
the 1930's, 'work was initiated bylWPA.
During the 1940's, the Federal Woj-k Ad- •
ministration (FWA) continued building,
the system.. The Clifford Cooper Con-
struction Company contracted-the work
during the 1950's and during the- 1960's
individual hook-ups completed the system.

W O R L D W I D E T R A V E L S E R V I C E

A I R

R A I L

S T E A M S H I P

KEY WEST
S14 Southard St.

296-5722

MARATHON
Winn Dixie Plaza

10990 Overseas Hwy
•'-• 743-5274

ALTHOUGH Key West has not been
treating its sewage in any way, a re-
cent study by the EPA revealed the coli-
form count to be "nil.!' Coliform re-
fers to two types of nonpathogenic bac-
teria ,, E. coli and A. aerogenes, normally
found in human intestines. The magni-
tude of their count in: a body of water
is proportional to the degree of pollu-
tion and the presence of other disease-
causing bacteria and viruses. The Flor-
ida state bacteria standard for Class
III waters (waters for body contact, re-
creational activities} allows a maximum
of 1,000 coliform bacteria per 100 milli-
liters of water as a monthly average.

The city of Key West appears to
have been spared the ignominious and
reprehensible designation of a polluter
of nature by a happy paradox. In order
to fully appreciate this paradox, a
brief microbiological digression is
necessary.

THE COMPOSITION of sewage varies,
but includes algae, bacteria, fungi-,
protozoa, and viruses. . Raw sewage may
contain millions of microorganisms and
may include pathogens--disease-causing
organisms. The predominant type of or-
ganism found-in raw sewage is a group
of bacteria normally found in the in-
testinal tract and collectively called
enteric bacteria. This group includes,
among others, the coliform bacteria dis-
cussed earlier, the salmonella genus
ivhich causes several not-too-pleasant
diseases , such as typhoid fever, and the
Shigelia genus which causes bacterial
dysentery.

These- organisms are all terrestrial,
that is s they thrive on land. They also
grow well in fresh water. However, they
cannot live in salt water, which causes
them to'lyse--swell and burst. This ^
bacteriological fact has provided the
rationale for the minimal treatment of
sewage prior to disposal in ocean waters
throughout southeast Florida. That is,
after removal of some solid material
(most municipalities do at least this
much, not Key West), it was thought that

Imported
Cigars, Pipes, Blends

Domestic
Lighters & Accessories

601 Duval Street 296-3476

ARTISTS
UNLIMITED

F

the remaining microorganisms would be
killed rapidly by seawater, so no pollu-
tion or spread of disease would occur.

RECENTLY, this reasoning has under-
gone reevaluation and modification as
new facts have been uncovered. The
acceptance of seawater as a very rapidly

; acting killer of human enteric bacteria
: was questioned in a study conducted by
the Adelphi University Institute of
Marine Sciences (Long Island, New York).
Scientists had believed that all bac-
teria were killed within 3 miles of
sewage outfall, but this study showed
human bacteria to be present 80 miles
away. It also appears that the organic
content of the sewage acts as a protec-
tive coating, so that the 45 strains of
viruses present (including polio and
meningitis) tend to live longer than had
been previously thought.

IN SOUTHEAST FLORIDA, a study of
the Florida Current (Gulf Stream) re-
vealed counterclockwise eddies spinning
off its northern and western edges and
being transported through coastal waters.
These eddies wash coastal.waters and,
therefore, are significant to the sewage
question, because they often wash sewage
effluent toward land and beaches, creating
ing a potential hazard.

State permission to discharge raw
sewage into coastal waters had been
granted under the assumption, now known
to be .erroneous, that the wastes would
be highly diluted by mixing with sea
water and would be carried away from
bathing beaches by the Gulf Stream.

THE LACK of any treatment of sewage
by the city of Key West appears to have
been very unsound and unsafe in the
light of present knowledge. However,
.this knowledge did not exist when the
':;sewer was constructed, and it was de-
signed in accord with what was known at
the time. The current safe level of
bacteria at the outfall is the result
of the paradox alluded to earlier.

Atocha Coin Sales

Take a guided tour ol a 168-foot
Spanish treasure galleon built by
Treasure Salvors, Inc. of Key West,
tile world's largest treasure hunting
organization. See what life aboard
ship was like in the 1600's. See
some of the treasure that has been
found in Florida waters. See the
cannons from the "Nuestra Senora
dc Atocha" which sank in 1622 off
Key West. She carried a cargo
valued at over 100 million dollars.
See the techniques Treasure Salvors
is using to recover her gold, silver
and gems,

WRECKERS WHARF
633 Front Street

OVER"
S

FAUSTOS
00D PALACP
NOT JUST A 6FOC£RY
BUT A

Since the construction of Key West's
sewer system, the pipes which constitute
it have become riddled with cracks and
holes. These openings allow ground
water, which in Key West is salt water,
to infiltrate the. sewer pipes and mix
with the sewage throughout its transport
to the ocean outfall. As a result, the
effluent is in contact with salt water
for tens-of-miles before flowing into
the ocean. This extensive mixing appears
to kill almost all the bacteria in the
sexvage and is Key West's unique, if un-
planned, method of sewage treatment.

A dangerous situation must have
existed before the sewer pipes became
full of cracks. It is entirely possible
that Key West was spared outbreaks of
water-borne disease by the westerly di-
rection of the Florida Current eddies
and the prevailing trade winds.

A MATTER of present and future con-
cern is the impact of Key West's sewage
on marine life. The effect of sewage
pollution on marine organisms has only
begun to be elucidated. Sewage, if not
properly treated, 'adds bacterial nutri-
ents to water. In general, increased
nutrient levels affect the bottom
(benthic) communities by reducing the
available oxygen. Thus, bacteria which
,thrive in the" absence of oxygen (anaer-
obic bacteria) are favored. In. many
cases, the structure of the community
is drastically altered.

In Kaneohe Bay, Hawaii, researchers
found many of the reefs overgrown with
green algae as the level of oxygen in
the bay's waters, decreased.

IN ANOTHER STUDY, published less
than 2 years ago , laboratory experiments
indicated that elevated nutrients (sew-
age) in seawater caused an increase in
populations of predatory bacteria that
ultimately killed reef coral.

The implications of these findings
are extremely important for the Florida
Keys. It is becoming increasingly evi-
dent that proper treatment of sewage is

SALES, APPRAISALS &
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

294-5525
605 SIMONTON ST.

MEMBER MULTIPLE LISTL\G SERVICE

400 SIMONTON ST., KEY WEST. FLORIDA, 33040

Telephone 296-2578

OPEN FOR LUNCH
TUESDAY THROUGH SATURDAY

11:30 — 4=00
closed Monday

DINNER IS SERVED THURSDAY,
FRIDAY, SATURDAY AND SUNDAY

6:30 UNTIL 10-00

SUNDAY BRUNCH SERVED 1 1 : 0 0 - 3 : 0 0

Slams J^mefanctm
(f<J ' GARDEN RESTAURANT

522 DUVAL
OPEN 10 TO 12 DAILY

SENSATIONAL SUNDAES
SUMPTUOUS SHAKES

SUPER SPLITS
CREAMY CONCOCTIONS

BEST KEY LIME PIE IN TOWN

MORE THAN AN
ICE CREAM PARLOR
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necessary for the preservation of marine
life in the areas near outfalls.

IN ORDER to give some perspective
to the federal and state government's
directives to the city, a brief dis-
cussion of sewage treatment is in order.

SEWAGE TREATMENT usually consists
of three steps. The first of these,
appropriately called primary treatment,
removes part of the suspended and float-
ing solids by screening devices and sedi-
mentation tanks. The next step, called
secondary treatment, reduces the quantity
of nutrients present for microorganisms
to feed on. This is achieved through
creating an environment high in oxygen
by mixing the sewage with air. Tech-
niques used include sand filters, trick-
ling filters, and activated sludge ( a
slight variation on this theme). Bac-
teria with scads of oxygen have voracious
appetites and consume most of the nutri-
ents, leaving little to flow out of the
system.

The third step, called final treat-
ment, uses chlorine to remove more than
991 of the original quantity of bacteria.
This renders the effluent nonpolluting
and practically disease free.

WITH THIS preface happ'ily behind
us , let us now explore what the federal
and state governments want the city of
Key West to do. According to Roger
Swift, head of the city's sewer depart-
ment, the EPA has set as a standard the
removal of 90S of the suspended solids
and biological oxygen demand (BOD).
BOD is the amount of oxygen used by
microorganisms to consume biodegradable
organic chemicals in wastewater and,
therefore, is a measure of the concentra-
tion of bacteria present. The EPA has
told the city that it can use whatever
treatment techniques it wants. The city
simply must meet the stated criteria
and, since it accidently has,, Swift .
says that the EPA is satisfied with the

condition of the sewage effluent of
Key West.

THE STATE OF FLORIDA, however, is
far from satisfied with this "accidental"
method of sewage treatment. State
legislation, effective January 1, 1973,
requires a secondary treatment plant to
be built which will- enable the city's
sewage to meet the EPA criteria. The
city's plans for a sewage treatment
plant were to be given to the state by

Plant similar to one planned for here

March IS, 1977. However, the city could
not meet this deadline because of a de-
lay in acquiring a site for the plant.

The treatment plant will be located
on Tank Island, northwest of Key West,
and the city has just received title to
this land from the' General Services
Administration (GSA). This transfer of
title was imminent, and the state did not
plan to enforce the March 15 deadline,
agreeing to wait until the city acquired
the property.

The d r y of Key West will comply
with the state's requirement for a second-
ary treatment plant by constructing one
which uses a technique called modified
extended aeration.

EXTENDED AERATION works well in
areas of moderate population, as this

LEARN TO DIVE
JOIN US FOR A LIFETIME ADVENTORE

Your "Safe Scuba" Course

1. Co-ed classes

2. Class limited to 6

3. Three open water dives

4. Scuba systems furnished

5. Professional instruction

6. Recreation program

7. Unlimited pool use

call or stop by:

Key West Pro Dive Shop
1605 N. Roosevelt Blvd.

Key West, Florida
Phone 296-8823

process cannot treat large amounts of
sewage. The one that Key West plans to
build will require 24 hours to make one
complete cycle for the treatment of up
to 4 million gallons per day. There
will be no tall buildings to mar the sky-
line. This method .is geared to low level
areas, as no deep holding tanks are neces-
sary. Modified extended aeration has
been used successfully in Holland and
New Jersey.

IN THIS PROCESS, the contents of
.an aeration tank are completely mixed
with excess air. Oxygen requirements
are high, and the amount of excess sludge
(.solid material) produced is low. This
excess sludge results from the settling
of solid matter into sludge beds, or
clarifiers , which will have to be emptied
every 3 months. This material may be
used as fertilizer.

The city's consulting engineers
recommended this technique based on
three considerations. The first was
the limited land area available. Ex-
tended aeration plants require relative-
ly small areas. Second was cost. The
cost of these plants is relatively low,
since no primary settling basin is
needed. The third consideration was
the complexity of the system. Extended
aeration systems are relatively simple. •
They have few mechanical parts and are
easy to operate.

The money for this sewage treatment
plant, 4.2 million dollars, will come
as a grant from the EPA. This money
will be used to construct and operate
the facility..

The new plant will be connected to
the present system by two 24-inch pipes
to be laid under the channel from Key
West to Tank Island. This will be done
by the Army Corps of Engineers near
three currently existing pipes.

THE QUESTION of outfall has yet to
be resolved. Two options are available.
The first is to pump the treated sewage
out the present outfall. The other is

. continued on page 31
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While touring Key west' vi'stn

with, its romantic Old World flavor
^ ^ e-3 (usk rroputtl setti n g '

A. j>Uascmr p(a« w meet for
~~ l h d

ovtr a bottle o/ftw wi V~>
cold dmiwht'

or cocktails

continued from page 9

That one must have faith and be
connected with the Father in purpose is
what is necessary to spiritual life. "I
cry for joy," Manna says. "Once you
actively seek, praising and thanking God,
it is incredible the joy you will receive.
Your cup runneth over. All such cliches
become true and real."

Manna claims that other spiritually
reawakened persons have verified to her
a quickening that she, too, has noticed.
"In these days, many are being moved
closer towards the truth. There is a
resurgence in spiritual matters. We
must all become more like little child-
ren. We stray as we grow older."

I spoke with other more nomad-like
seekers. They said much the same things.
They came on a little differently, but
were also part of the living church.
It seems we must each , in our fashion ,
bring onour own spiritual rennaisance.
Then perhaps we can begin to change the
world as we know it by becoming more
attuned to the spiritual vibration.

For myself, it was the birth of my
last son that reawakened my awareness
in a kindred way to Manna's freshening
experience.

She advises that the last part of
the Hrantia Book has much enlightenment
to offer (from page 2084 to the end).
Also, she says, study the Bible - the
Gospel and Revelations.

Manna was directed to leave Key
West. She has been called into service
elsewhere to another paradise island.
She left Key West just recently. Her
parents still live here, as do many who
knew her.

Manna felt Key West to be a good
place to experience the' Lord. God has
a hotline here, she agrees. It is one
of the 12 places revealed to her where

A BOUTIQUE
FOR THE CLASSIC LADY

•Jt beouliJuP-and unique
assoAtment o{ nPotlunq

{horn dflB5si) d/iesses to baldtnq suits.

STORE WIDE SALE

ANCHOR MEWS
208 DUVAL STREET

KEY WEST FLORIDA
33040
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ELLOW BUTTERFLY

Everything 10-50% Off

it is considered most spiritual, and
where clear things , like the signs she
looks for, can happen.

"God's grace is a gift," Manna says,
"That can make you so unburdened and
happy. You become a light."

continued from page 28

to construct a new outfall from Tank
Island, probably in a nor'.hwesterly -
direction. The resolution of this
question will be determined by a study
of tides by the Army Corps of Engineers.

Wherever the outfall is placed,
recent studies indicate that it should
be in water which is considerably deep-
er than the present 33 feet. The con-
struction of a secondary treatment plant
with 90% treatment does not negate the
need to use a longer outfall line than
at present. Even with a high level of
treatment, it is still important to ex-
tend the outfall sufficiently far off-
shore, and in deep enough water, to pre-
vent the effluent from surfacing. This
will assure the maintenance of the pres-
ent marine environment and safeguard
bathers and divers from disease causing
bacteria and viruses.

Julia English, born Julia Shackel-
ford, was written up in the 'Bronx Press-
Review recently when she celebrated her
100th birthday. She was born in Key
Nest at Shackelford's Corner (the inter-
section of Duval and Petronia) during
the presidency of U.S. Grant. She left
Key West $5 years ago, but many older
residents remember her with great affec-
tion. Her brother-in-law, James, inci-
dentally, was principal of Douglass
School a number of years back. Happy
birthday, Julia English, from Key West'.

FABRIC WORLD

4E 613 SIMONTON
TEL.294-1773/KEY WEST.FLA.

HALF SHELL
RAW BAR

clams-oysters
lobster- conch chowder

stone crab - shrimp
conch fritters

smoked fish & shrimp
and more

BEER & WINE
Entertainment

Wed. & Sun. Nights
Jam Session

Sat. Afternoon
Lands End Village

Foot of Margaret St.
Key West, Florida

Near the Turtle Kraals
Phone Z94-70flQ

Ernest Hemingway
Home and Museum

A Registered National
Historic Landmark

This Site Possesses Exceptional Value
In Commemorating or Illustrating
The History of The United States

OPEN DAILY 9:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M.
907 WHITEHEAD STREET KEY WEST, FLA.

ADMISSION $1.50 CHILDREN SOe
I TELEPHONES: 296-5811 or 294-1575

A leisure!/ tour of the home and gardens of the Iqte Nobel
Prize Winner, Ernest Hemingway- The home was built in-
Spanfsh Colonial Style.of native rock hewn from the grounds
with furnishings, rugs, tile, chandeliers brought by the Herjiing-
woys from Spain, Africa and Cuba. Luxuriant, exotic plants
and trees are from all over the world, (t was here that Mr.
Hemingway wrote For Whom the Bell Tails, Green Hills-of
Africa, A Farewell to Arms, The Frfth Column, The Snows of
Kilimanjaro, and The Macomber Affair. Mr. Hemingway was
the first important writer to discover and make Key West his
home. He owned the home from 1931 to 1961*

Cavers One Acre Including Pool And Guest House

Bring Your Camera
For further Information contact Bernice Dick son, 907 Whitehead 5t.
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Gifts - Greeting Cards - Stationery
512 Duval St.
10-7 Daily

SEE HOW A
PEARL IS BORN

AT ... the PSARh FACTORY
PEARJ.S IN THE OYSTER

431 FRONT ST. - KEY WEST, FL.

CRAf HPM IH THE HfTE SHOP

Presents...

GIANT^HtnniT CRABS

THE FINEST SEA SHELLS

AT THE LOWEST PUKES

W FLORIDA

HEAVENLY BODY KITE SHOP

¥09 GREEN STREET

4-1*33

SKM2W

901 White Street Tel 294-9773

This year shs Easter Bunny is fiSng the
most gorgeous Eas'.er baskers of imported
chocolates and jams, jsGies and snacks,
cheeses and cheese cakes, the finest
French and American wines. All kinds c?
beautiful foods and !ovc'v visas to. make
Eyes iparkls fin Easter Day.

D;:% IO.OO-6.C43 Clewed Sunday

Wear the

mm
Look!

We'll pierce your ears...in a simple, painless
procedure with surgical sterile studs.

Ear piercing takes less than 2 minutes and
is completely painless.

KEY WEST ROCKCRAFT
FlKGtMSANDMIHtltAtS

fMXSOR HOUtt — « 3 FRONT ST.

THE ALLEN CO., INC.
insurance -since I

SrVW
WILLIAM A. PREPWAH-JR.
PAVIP W. -2542

The 4th's Fourth
Good times and much whoopee was

had at the celebration February 27 of
the fourth anniversary of the opening
of the Fourth of July Restaurant. Mu-1

sic was provided by the Buddy Chavez
group , and an enthusiastic crowd made
up of relatives > friends and customers
joined in the fun.

Se celebro en el dia 27 de Febrero,
el cuarto andversario del restaurante,
"Fourth of July." En esta ocasion muy
especial , una reunion de parentela,
amigos y clientes se animaron al son
distinto de Buddy Chavez y su orqumsta.

Justo Leal shows how
it is done before

the approving eyes
of Magda Gonzalez.

photos by Richard Marsh

Berena Carballo, the owner of the
restaurant, came here from Havana in
1962 and opened her first restaurant in
Key West in 1967. It was called the
"El O.K." and she ran it with her son.
This restaurant was down the street
from the Fourth, and it stayed opensfor
four years. After a two year break, .
Berena came back to the restaurant busi-
ness and opened the ever popular and
now famous Fourth of July.

Justo Leal , demon-
strando su forma
distinta llama la
atencion favorable
de Magda Gonzalez.

La propietaxia del restaurarite,
Berena Carballo, llego de Havana, en
1962 y con la ayuda de su hi jo , abxio
en Cayo Hueso en 1967 su primer restauj
ante, "El O.K." Esta prospero por cua-
tro anos y despues un intervalo de dos
anos, la graciosa Bexena inauguro su
muy frequentado restaurants el memor-
able "Fourth of July."

SPECIALIZING IN:
diving adventures,
reef trips, air, rentals.
'^] instruct ion & sales

Polynesian Cuisine
and

Rum Goncoctions
in a.

Tropical Island
Atmosphere

294-6912

U.S. i a t Garrison Bight
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FDR SALE
A FINE BUSINESS IN A TERRIFIC LOCATION

SOLthe shop
3 years same location • bottom floor of Harbor House Arcade • phone 296-9168 • ask for Sue or Michael

Berena, flanked by
her friend, Frank,
and Hector Barrosa,

eyes the crowd.

In this restaurant, she has been
helped by her daughter , Nidia , her son-
in-law, Pepe , and her grand-daughter,
Ana Maria. Many of the other employees
are like family to Berena, and often a
patron has the impression that he is a
visitor to the dining room of a huge
family.

Happy anniversary, Berena.

Berena, entxe su
amigo Fxank y el
saxofonista ilust re,
Hector Barrosa.

Trabajando al l&do de el la-- son su
hija, Nidia, su uexno, Pepe, y su nieta. ,
Ana Maria. Junto con. el gran apoyo del
empleado -' el parentesco 'del restaurante
- el cliente se ve el convivado en el
comedox de una familxa grande.

A Berena , feliz aniversaxio'.

Casimiro Salgado
cuts loose with his

partner, Sonia.

Casimixo Salgado y
su companexia
Sonia, se aprovechan
del momento festido.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniil iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

sinew
The Warner Bros. Collection

CASABLANCA

INGMAR BERGMAN'S

CRESAND
WHISPERS

TheUniled Ariiilt Collaelli A BOY

HIS DOG
AN B RATED,
BATHER KINKY TALC OP SURVIVAL

JHCW TIME 9:CC P.M.

CLC/ED TUEJDArj ' 6 2 © DSJVAIL _ . ADHIlflON S 2 . 5 C

CRLLML
ITSbLT
THLATSL

CORNER Of GREENE & DUVAL STREETS

PRESENTS

MOLIERE'S

Outrageous
Comedy

in iplte off
nimsel

.DIRECTED BY JAY DRURY

STARRING

I rank Speiser |oe Goode
Margie, Paul George Hults

Gordon Matkny An Dragavon
David Turk Mimi McDonald

Roto Bro

REGULAR TICKET PRICES

lues., Wed., lhurs., & Sat. Matinee $3.00
I r i . & Sat, $4.00

SHOW TIMES
ft: 3D PM

: 4 P.M. Sat. Matinee

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 294-5001

BOX OFFICE OPEN 11-5

IW A rHSlBRIC KEVWESTMAKSION

DRAWING AND
FROM TH£ MALE AND FEM4LE NUDE

LICENSED

PHONE: KIK: P.O.
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SCARBOROUGH FAIR
Natural Cosmetics
423 Front St. Key West

eAPT.TONTO

THE OLDEST
ACTIVE.BAR

IN FLORIDA!
ESQUIRE MAGA7INE-...

•ONE OF THE TOP TEN GREAT
BARS-IN THE NATION"

CAPT.TONTS
SALOON
4-28G-REENE ST.

HAVE YOU NOTICED THE
LATEST TREND IN INTERIORS?

We have over 150 custom-made, zippered,
dacron-filled pillows (all different) for den,
living room, bedroom, boat, etc.

COME IN AND SEE OUR

Pillow Trees

s.te By Wanda
500 Simonton Street J294-96OO

ON ANY BURGER
Bob's Burger Factory

(NEXT TO-CAPT. TONY'S)

35c A DRAFT

3 2 M A R G A R E T

Tired of impersonal jewelry?
Describe your ideas directly lo
the artist who crafts your
needs. Any stones cut any
shape - mounted in silver or
gold. Al l stones naiural -
untreated." Write today and re-
ceive a free estimate on your
creation. Guaranteed imme-
diate response.

silversmith - goldsmith

<Qo,
custom tuork

nctl jefferg tjoldbcrg

jctndru repair

208-a ducal street
kep tMcst, florlda 33010

continued from 4
-- with a soft afterglow a few minutes
following, whereas a gently and gradual
lightening of the sky in the east sig-
nals the beginning of-the delicate
spectacle that is about to unfold. It
is a sensitive and vulnerable time.

Several locations exist in Key
West that are good for viewing the
sunrise --all on the Southeast side of
the island -- but two seem to be the
most popular. Whether one wishes to
view the show from an automobile or in •
the open air is important in selecting
a locations , (This is often contingent
upon the weather.) The bicycler and
open air enthusiast prefer the wooden
pier at the foot of Reynolds Street
near the Casa Marina where one can savor
the intimacy of the morning. Unfortunate-
ly, those hardy souls who wish to
take an early morning swim will have
their view partially obstructed by the
White Street Pier. The one location
where the sunrise can be seen from a
car and on foot. -- and is probably the
most dramatic, especially when there is
a strong sea breeze and waves are crash-
ing over the railings -- is the White
Street Pier at. the foot of White Street.
For most months of the year,one can have
an unobstructed view as the sun begins
to rise slowly out of the water like a
large Florida orange tinting the clouds
in shades of pink and gold, and then
brightening as it ascends the sky until
it becomes a blinding trumpet blast and
day begins.

continued from 17
to accept, even root for, a systematic
process of exploring for ways to create
the most equitable balance between man
and nature,. This kind of balance need
not disrupt the economic stability that
man seems to consider so important. In
fact, as Ruttenber's models show, .this-
kindof balance may have large, direct,
long-term economic benefits for all of
us in Monroe County.

THE LEATHER SHOPPE
512V2 Duval Street

FINE LEATHER APPAREL & ACCESSORIES

continued from 20
related problems, which only a specially-.
trained physician can conduct.

At the heart of the Center's ac-
tivities are Training Director Tom
Mount, who developed the Center'iS under-
water activities program, and Akira J.
(Ike) Ikehara, who is in "charge of life
support systems and safety at the Cen-
ter. Tom and Ike put together a re-
search diver program at the University '
of Miami and wrote 'a book called practi-
cal Diving- (University of Miami Press,
1974). Tom has also written books on
safe cave diving.

Tom's secretary and a diving in-
structor at the Center, Jodi Cook, says
that she was expecting. "Super-diver"
(a slightly derogatory term often used
in fun) when she first encountered Tom
as a student in one of his classes, be-
cause of his awesome reputation. She
quickly discovered, and noticed that
other students also discovered, that
Tom was extremely effective at moti-
vating his students and building their
confidence with his gentle understanding.

About 5 ,000 student or visitor
days per year are expected to result
from the YMCA's presence in Key West.
This figure can be added to the nearly
two million tourist days (the number
of tourists multiplied by the number
of days they spend here) to indicate
the YMCA's boost.to the local tourist
economy.

"People like to come here to visit,"1

Bob Smith says. Representatives of
groups such as the Boy Scouts and the
Red Cross, as well as instructors from ;

all over the country converge on the
YMCA headquarters here for group meet-
ings, tours, and research. It can be
supposed that many of them will find
Key West congenial t.o their special in-
terests and arrange to bring their own
groups here. :

KEY WEST HOROSCOPE byEmmaCates
Sun in Aries, and Taurus after 20th
Venus in Aries
Mercury in Taurus
Saturn in Leo retrograde
Jupiter in Gemini '
Mars in Pisces
Uranus in Scorpio retrograde
Neptune in Sagittarius retrograde

;Pluto in Libra retrograde

This month comes in with a splash.
On April 4th there is a full moon in
Libra; an eclipse of the moon, and
Jupiter's entrance into Gemini all oc-

curing in *the 10th and 12th hours of
the chart of Key West. This bodes good
press; good business; everything on the
plus side.

This month also begins a time of
upswing in the chart of Key West with
the great benefic Jupiter in the sector
of our rising sign. Things should
shine for Key West through the year 1977,

Pluto in Libra continues to acti-
vate the renovation of Key West houses
and properties. This will be the case
for quite some time into the future.
Activity and good PR image are the
underscored areas for April.

PREVIEW

There will be a series of dinners
•and chamber music concerts in Key West
Easter weekend for the benefit of the
San Carlos restoration. The events are
as follows :

Good Friday, April 8,..8:30 pm.
Dinner and concert at Richard Lischer's
Casa Gato. The dinner will be catered
by Poor Richard's Buttery. $25.

Saturday, April 9, 8:00 pm. Con-
cert and reception at the San Carlos
Theatre. $4.50, students and Senior
Citizens $2.50.

Easter Sunday, April 10, 12:30 pm.
Brunch and concert at the Women's Club,
catered by Allan Merrill's Hukilau. $10,

The Freiburg Baroques Soloists will
play for these affairs.

Tickets may be purchased at the
Hukilau, the Buttery , the Lazy After-
noon Garden Restaurant, Swift's Camera

Shop , or call Carolyn Terrell at 294-
1348.

Still another treat is in store for
Key Westers.

The Oratorio, Easter Green, written
by Key West composer William Lorraine ,
will be performed on Palm Sunday , April
3rd, at 3:00 pm at the San Carlos Thea-
tre on Duval Street. Robert Hyatt, band
director at Key West High School will
direct an ensemble of 30 musicians and
a community chorus. Soloists will be
Sandy Smith , contralto, Cliff Sawyer,
tenor, and Coffee-Butler, baritone.

Easter Green is a musical drama,
about Jesus' last days on Earth, and the
experiences of his disciples. The New
English Version of the Bible was used
•for reference.

There will be no admission charge
for this performance of Easter Green,
but a contribution to the San Carlos
Restoration Fund will be requested.

DISCOUNT
WAREHOUSE OUTLET THINGS

• ALL KINDS OF THINGS •
Housohold • Clothing • Shoes

,1018 Truman Ave...
±

60O DUVAL STREET

KEY WEST, FLORIDA 33O4O

MEMBER AMERICAN OEM SOCIETY ( J ' J Q S )

0&» Wots UDo.. « n o A Quality Shop

k

"Security Specialists"

WILLIAMS
LOCKSMITH

1103 Truman Ave. - Key West, Fl. 33040

LOCKS CHANGED
Business - Safe - Auto - Home - Boat

WE SHARPEN KNIVES, HEDGECUPPERS, AXES,
SAWS, LAWNMOWER BLADES (balanced, too!)

With this coupon,
75c off regular price of $3.00

to sharpen and balance lawnmower blades

Day 296-8329 Night 294-0768

Jewelry repaired
restored
made

to order

Harbor House Arcade
423 Front Street

$500
CASH

PRIZES

CLASS ENTRY FEE
A Championship $15
B Open 10
C Beginners 5
LOCATION: HUKILAU RESTAURANT - Key West
DATE: SUNDAY. APRIL 17th, 1977
TIME: 12 NOON

ADVANCED REGISTRATION ONLY
AT

HUKILAU, RESTAURANT or GROUND SWELL

GROUND SWELL'S
3rd Florida Keys
BACKGAMMON
TOURNAMENT

SPONSORED BY
GROUND SWELL - GENERAL STORE

WINN-DIXIE SHOPPING PLAZA
MARATHON SHORES - MM 52%

743-5000
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Photograph
by

George Daniel!

.at the end of the street
at the end of the pier
at the end of the day
sunsets are celebrated as of birth
the sun day never ends
our setting is another's rise

and the day never ends
as the night
following each other-
forever .

Sheldon Ramsdell

528 FRONT STREET
540 GREENE STREET KEY WEST, FLORIDA 33040

\(ty U/ejt ntot
products for every skin type made and tested in Key West, where the Aloe grows

For Sunworshippers: Key West Suntan Lotion
with Aloe & PABA — PABA protects and Aloe
moisturizes while you tan! 4 oz $3.95

For Divers and Water Lovers: PABA Waterproof
Suntan Gel spreads on smooth and stays on in
the waterfor hours. 4 oz. tube.. .$3.95

In a Hurry? 20% Aloe Grab A Tan tans you
beautifully and quickly while protecting with
fabulous PABA. 4 oz. tube.. .$3.95

After Sunning: Smooth on rich, moisturizing
Tan A Ray. Soothes
sunburn, helps pre-
vent peeling, and
keeps your tan
looking fresh and
healthy.
Tan A Ray
4oz. 40% Aloe $2.95
4oz. 80% Aloe . . . .$5.95




